Input Serial Data
Normal/Inverted Outputs for Buzzer or Relay

2x16 and 4x20 Serial Displays

3 wire hookup

Many Popular Sizes & Colors: 1x16, 2x16, 2x20, 4x20, Blue, Red, Green

Make your own custom characters
254 Backlight Levels
TTL user Outputs

Easy to use!
Priced from $34.95!

Serial LCD

BasicX.com

全部展示的实际尺寸
Cable Town!
Check out this assortment of cable bargains...you can never have too many ways of connecting things! This is a small sampling of our inventory:

Firewire, 6 - 4 pin, 6 ft.  
HSC#19655  $2.95

HSC#22067  $5.00

TCN F Panel Mount - MCX Right Angle, 7 in.  
HSC#22206  $6.25

BNC Male-to-Male, RG6BU (50 Ohm), 10 ft.  
HSC#22217  $3.95

SMA Male-Male, RG6AU, 11"  
#21290  $9.50

SMA Male-Male, 10"  
#21970  $9.75

SMC Male-Male, RG58U (50 Ohm), 10 ft.  
HSC#22283  $1.95

USB Speakerphone
- MV/100 by MVox, talk free over the Internet!
- Compact and portable: perfect for travel!
- Powered by USB - no batteries needed
- Noise and echo canceling circuitry

HSC#23313  $9.95

Data Acquisition Card
- IOTECH ADAC/5500MF-BSC Card
- PCI Bus, XP Compatible
- 8 Single-ended Data Input lines
- 16 Digital I/O Lines, 2 counter in, 2 timer out
- Labview, Testpoint, ADLIB compatible
- Full driver set and manuals on CD

HSC#21727  $95.00

Big Power, Small Package!
- Vicor VI-LU4-EW Flat Pack Power Supply
  - 48VDC @ 2.1A, 100~240VAC input
  - Only 2.5" x 9.25" x 1.5" thick!
  - New in OEM plastic clam-shell

HSC#80849  $27.50

12 VDC at 8.4 Amps
- CrystalFontz CFCA632-NFA-KS
- Intelligent 2-Line 16-Character display
- Standard D-9 conn. RS-232 Interface
- Datasheet on HSC Website

HSC#22282  $14.95

12VDC Inverters
- PowerStar Pow-200 for 200 Watts
- Brand new units in factory boxes.
- 12 VDC into 115VAC for portable AC power
- Perfect for camping, boating, field day!
- Automobile Cigarette Lighter Cord built-in!

HSC#22241  $19.50

Solar Science Fair Kit!
- Basic Solar Cell
- Array & demo parts
- Includes motor, wheels, fan, more!
- Can demonstrate series (for voltage) or parallel (for max, amperage) circuits
- Same panel as in Nuts & Volts Oct. Issue!

HSC#SOL021  $15.95

Barcode Scanners!
- Metrologic Cubit IS6520 Series Scanner
- Mountable reader has 0-7 inch scan range
- OEM or Retail applications, fully automatic
- 80 char. data read, 20 scanlines
- Single cable interface to host
- Scans and decodes all standard barcodes
- Includes cable, manual, mounting bracket
- Datasheet details available on our website
- New in OEM box, HSC 90-day warranty

HSC#22283  USB  $95.00

HSC#22284  Serial  $89.00

Hobby Motors
-Tiny QRP Xcvr kit! 200-300 mW out
-Kit incl. all board-mounted parts
-'Use ’walkman’ phones
-QRP crystal pack special!
-Finalists!!! 80, 40, 30, 20, 17, 15 & 10 meter calling freqs.

HSC#K2140 (Pixie 2)  $9.95

HSC#80929 (xtal pack)  $14.95

HSC Exclusive -- Pixie2!

Mylar Test Probe to Banana (Blue)  
#89912  $1.95

Fente Filter, Clamp-on  
HSC#18370  $1.95

12VDC Adapter, 3.3A  
HSC#21375  $12.50

Trimble GPS Ant. w/ mag. mount  
#97326  $3.95

Heimann Pyrosensor  
#22627  $1.95

Vactrol VTL34A7  
Optic Module, 12V  
#1507  $1.50

12VDC Adapter, 5A  
HSC#22285  $14.95

RS-232 Serial LCD
- CrystalFonz CFCA632-NFA-KS
- Intelligent 2-Line 16-Character display
- Standard D-9 conn. RS-232 Interface
- Datasheet on HSC Website

HSC#22282  $22.50

Special Bargains!!

1U Server Supply
- EMACS MPW-6200F Supply, 185-200W
- 5V @ 16A, 12V @ 7A, 3.3V @ 14A, also has -5,-12 and +5VSB outputs
- New, 30-day HSC Warranty

HSC#21474  $17.50

HSC#95200  $995.00

Helping Hands!
- Useful bench-top stand holds your work
- Magnifier lets you see smallest details
- LED Illuminator lights your way!

HSC#TLS021  $11.50

12' Teflon Coax

Metrologic Cubit IS6520 Series Scanner
- Mountable reader has 0-7 inch scan range
- OEM or Retail applications, fully automatic
- 80 char. data read, 20 scanlines
- Single cable interface to host
- Scans and decodes all standard barcodes
- Includes cable, manual, mounting bracket
- Datasheet details available on our website
- New in OEM box, HSC 90-day warranty

HSC#22296  $49.00

Industrial Robot!
- It’s not often that you find one of these large robotic arms available at a retail establishment! This is no toy, it stands approx. 4 ft. tall (not counting the 2-axis quill). These are in truckable crates, so shipping to your dock can be quoted on request. Fourteen available!
- Adept Technology Model 640/641
- 4-Joint 231-800mm Reach
- Optional 11.7” Vertical Reach Quill
- Joint Range: 1=300°, 2=294°, 4=554°
- 20 lb. Payload
- No RSC Cards or Controllers Avail.
- Used, in crate, HSC 30-day warranty

HSC#95200  $995.00

Since 1964!

HSC Electronic Supply

Silicon Valley’s Electronic Marketplace

Two Retail/Wholesale Locations:
Main Office & Mail Orders:
3500 Ryder St. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phones:
Santa Clara, CA  1-408-732-1573
Rohnert Park, CA  1-707-585-7344
Let your geek shine.

Meet Landon Cox, proud father, SparkFun customer, and developer of a novel timing system for speed climbers that is both precise and easier on climbers’ hands. Using laser switches, hand-built enclosures, and plenty of brutal tests by his speed climber daughter, Landon debuted his timing system at the USAC Nationals earlier this year.

Whether you’re searching for a breakout board, or prototyping a climbing sensor to withstand high-impact abuse, the tools are out there. Create a project you’ll love, and let your geek shine too.
60 MHz - 1 GHz
Starting from $1,000

Experience the New LeCroy Oscilloscopes

Debug, verify, characterize, troubleshoot, analyze — oscilloscopes do it all, but LeCroy’s breakthrough oscilloscopes do more. More measurements, more math, and more time-saving tools to easily make measurements in even the most challenging situations.

LeCroy

To learn more about LeCroy’s full line of oscilloscopes, including the 30 GHz WaveMaster 8 Zi, the world’s fastest real-time oscilloscope, visit www.lecroy.com or call 1-800-5-LeCroy
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28 RECYCLED ELECTRONICS
Combine a used cat food can, a 25-year old CMOS chip, and a handful of components, and you too can make your neighborhood school buses safer!
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SSL ENCRYPTED SERIAL TO ETHERNET SOLUTIONS

Instantly network-enable any serial device
Works out of the box - no programming is required
Customize to suit any application with low-cost development kit
256-bit encryption protects data from unauthorized monitoring

Features:
- 10/100 Ethernet
- TCP/UDP/SSH/SSL modes
- DHCP/Static IP Support
- Data rates up to 921.6kbps
- Web-based configuration

NetBurner Serial to Ethernet Development Kits are available to customize any aspect of operation including web pages, data filtering, or custom network applications. All kits include platform hardware, ANSI C/C++ compiler, TCP/IP stack, web server, e-mail protocols, RTOS, flash file system, Eclipse IDE, debugger, cables and power supply. The NetBurner Security Suite option includes SSH v1 & v2 support.

Device P/N: SB70LC-100CR
Kit P/N: NNDK-SB70LC-KIT

SB70LC
2-port serial-to-Ethernet server

$47 Qty. 1000

SB700EX
2-port serial-to-Ethernet server with RS-232 & RS-485/422 support

$129 Qty. 1000

CB34EX
2-port serial-to-Ethernet server with RS-232 & RS-485/422 support and terminal block connector

$149 Qty. 1000
DAW Software as Instrumentation

One of the most frequent topics of email I receive from readers is how to set up a workbench, including a list of must-have and nice-to-have instruments. Many novices have a pretty good idea of what they need, but their budgets move most items to a wish list instead of a buy list. It’s often a tough call — spend $350 on a Fluke DMM or $25 on a no-name DMM and put the balance toward an oscilloscope or parts for a project. There’s no right answer, of course, as it depends on personal circumstances.

In a few cases, I discovered that readers strapped for cash and scouring eBay for deals were already sitting on an array of full-featured instruments. Just about everyone has or has access to a computer with a sound card or audio input port, which means everyone has the hardware platform they need for a multi-channel oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer, AC voltmeter, noise reduction system, and more.

Thanks to the popularity of home music production, DAW (digital audio workstation) software designed for composing, recording, editing, and mixing is relatively affordable and readily available. I say ‘relatively’ affordable because it depends on the DAW feature set we’re comparing to traditional hardware instruments. For example, a 12-channel digital oscilloscope — even one with bandwidth limited to perhaps 100 kHz — is expensive. Add to that a spectrum analyzer and a variety of digital filters to remove noise from a signal and you’d need a formidable array of stand-alone instruments to match the functionality of a typical DAW.

Examples of commercial DAW software includes Steinberg CuBase 5 ($500, Amazon), M-Audio ProTools 8 ($230, Amazon), Apple Logic Studio ($500, Amazon). Most musicians start out with ‘light,’ inexpensive versions of these packages, often bundled at nominal cost with a computer music peripheral, such as a USB music keyboard or control surface. There are also dozens of freeware and open source DAW programs designed to leverage the powerful DSP chips in a PC/Mac. My favorite open source DAW is Audacity (audacity.SourceForge.net) which is supported by a huge user community.

If you’ve never worked with a DAW, you might be intimidated at first. The Steinberg CuBase 5 interface (shown in the accompanying photo) is representative of high-end, professional-grade, feature-packed DAW software. The screenshot (taken on my Mac) shows perhaps 1% of the available tools and windows. What is shown is simply a dual-channel amplitude envelope and spectrum analyzer window. Of particular note are the spectrum analyzer controls for spectrum analysis bandwidth, precision, and whether the display is in dB or simple amplitude. There are a dozen additional parameters that can be adjusted from drop-down menus to adjust the spectrum analyzer display.

The challenge — and fun — in using a DAW like Cubase 5 for general instrumentation is figuring out exactly what you have and how to apply it. The spectrum analyzer and amplitude envelope windows are simple enough, but what about more advanced features which don’t have parallels in traditional instruments?

A feature that I’ve been exploring recently is the software’s ability to dynamically shift the key of a voice or other sounds, without distorting the sound appreciably. This is the same functionality available with Antaretech’s industry-standard Auto-Tune (www.antaretech.com) pitch correction software.

My first attempt at using the Cubase 5 off-label was to down-convert sounds from an ultrasonic transducer. My goal wasn’t listening to insects communicate or diagnosing engine problems — which are areas worth exploring with pitch shifters — but gaining a subjective measure of the ability of a particular ultrasonic measurer to work in a high ultrasound noise environment. It’s one thing to see the tracing from an elevated noise floor on an oscilloscope and quite another to experience the signal-to-noise ratio with your own ears.

If you’re using a DAW as a substitute for a standard workbench instrument or as an exploratory platform into new instruments, please consider sharing your experiences with other readers. NV
For many years, the achievement of high-temperature superconduction has promised to provide huge energy savings, lower life-cycle costs for power equipment, cheaper and smaller propulsion systems for cruise ships and freighters, advanced supercomputing, and many other benefits. Of course, for almost as many years, my brother-in-law has promised to return my lawn mower. No one can be sure which breakthrough will happen first, but a team of scientists from Cornell University (www.cornell.edu) and the State University of New York at Stony Brook (www.sunysb.edu) may have put the former on a faster track.

Apparently, metallic hydrogen is predicted to be a fantastic high-temperature superconductor, but the catch is that it takes about 3.4 million atmospheres of pressure to squash hydrogen into a metallic state which is not achievable in the lab. But the researchers are predicting that if a small amount of lithium is added to the hydrogen, one could produce a stable, metallic LiH₆ compound using one fourth of the pressure.

“Interestingly, between approximately 1 and 1.6 million atmospheres, all the LiH combinations studied were stable or metastable, and all were metallic,” said Roald Hoffmann, co-author of the related report and recipient of the 1981 Nobel Prize in chemistry.

One problem is that LiH₆ decomposes quickly at normal pressures, forming LiH and H₂, but they’re working on that. “We have already been in touch with laboratory experimentalists about how LiH₆ might be fabricated, starting perhaps with very finely divided forms of the common LiH compound along with extra hydrogen,” said Neil W. Ashcroft, co-author.

Unfortunately, that could take a while, but at least the team members have opened “the exciting possibility that nontraditional combinations of light elements under high pressure can produce metallic hydrogen under experimentally accessible pressures and lead to the discovery of new materials and new states of matter.” Interesting, but I’m betting on the lawn mower.

A multidisciplinary team of computer scientists, engineers, and biologists based at Harvard’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (www.seas.harvard.edu) have received a $10 million National Science Foundation (NSF) Expeditions in Computing grant to develop RoboBees — a prospective colony of small-scale mobile robotic devices. The project aims at nature-inspired research that “could lead to a greater understanding of how to artificially mimic the collective behavior and ‘intelligence’ of a bee colony, foster novel methods for designing and building an electronic surrogate nervous system able to deftly sense and adapt to changing environments, and advance work on the construction of small-scale flying mechanical devices.” If you think that’s a mouthful of mush, consider that the study is more generally intended to “open up a wide range of discoveries and practical innovations, advancing fields ranging from entomology and developmental biology to amorphous computing and electrical engineering.”

Reportedly, one of the most complicated areas of exploration will be the design of bee-inspired hardware and software that control and monitor flight, sense nearby objects, and coordinate the device’s decision making. This all sounds pretty vague, but the funding is spread out over five years, so maybe by 2014 we’ll have some specific accomplishments. But, I’m still betting on the lawn mower.
COMPUTERS AND NETWORKING
DESIGNED WITH AUTOCAD IN MIND

If you are a regular user of AutoCAD software from Autodesk (www.autodesk.com), you might want to take a look at Dell's new Precision T1500, billed as the world's first workstation built specifically to take advantage of the application’s 2D and 3D features. The T1500 — a junior version of the family that includes the T3500, T5500, and T7500 — is described as a compact, entry-level machine geared to digital content creation, bioscience applications, and CAD work. Highlights include a choice of AMD ATI FirePro and AutoCAD-certified NVIDIA Quadro cards and the availability of Intel Core i7 processors and chipset technology with 1,333 MHz DDR3 memory. The T1500 base price starts at $949, making it affordable for nearly everyone, and runs up to $1,494 for a fatter version with more memory, more processing power, a larger hard drive, and a 19 in flat-panel monitor. Details are available at www.dell.com/precision.

ADAPTER SIMPLIFIES DIGITAL CONTENT SHARING

There are many ways to share digital files, and a lot of us are still content with using clunky old ftp transfers and such. But if you want something slicker — and are willing to shell out a few bucks for it — take a look at the FreeAgent DockStar network adapter from Seagate. It allows a hard drive to be added to a network, allowing access to its content from virtually anywhere; files are accessible through any Internet-connected computer, as well as through a related iPhone application. It basically allows you to create your own “cloud” storage system while maintaining file security. Users can deliver linked images and video to MySpace, Facebook, Twitter, and other social net sites, and even send RSS feeds. Seagate is marketing the device as a mate to its FreeAgent Go™ portable hard drives, but it has four USB ports, so you can connect multiple drives and, presumably, devices not built by Seagate.

The catch is that you need a subscription to Pogoplug service for remote access and sharing, and the service will run you $29.99 annually after the first year. Details are offered at www.seagate.com/dockstar.

INDUSTRY AND THE PROFESSION
DO HOMEBOTS SPY?

In a project underwritten in part by NSF Awards CNS-0722000, CNS-0722004, and CNS-0846065, and an Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship, researchers at the University of Washington conducted a study to determine whether commercial household robots could become privacy and security risks. The not entirely amazing finding is “yes.” Specifically, they studied the WowWee Rovio, the Erector Spykee, and the WowWee RoboSapien v2. The findings, per Tamara Denning: “Our experiments uncovered a number of vulnerabilities, some of which we deem to be quite serious, such as the possibility of an attacker compromising a Rovio or a Spykee and leveraging the built-in video camera to spy on a child in her bedroom.” In addition to SSIDs and other leaked information over home WiFi networks, the researchers found that the Spykee — the least secure of the robots — is susceptible to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and makes remote connections to the world.com server in some configurations. The report, entitled “A Spotlight on Security and Privacy Risks with Future Household Robots: Attacks and Lessons,” is copyrighted and not for redistribution, but as of this writing, you can find the author’s original version at www.cs.washington.edu/homes/tdenning/files/papers/ubicomp_robots_authors_copy.pdf.

GIVE ME THE MONEY ANYWAY

The amount may be a drop in the bucket in an era in which trillions of dollars are tossed around like bean bags, but in a rather breathtaking example of chutzpah, former Nortel CEO Mike Zafirovski is reportedly seeking more than $12 million from the now-bankrupt company. This comes after his failure to turn the former telecom giant around after being hired to do so, and in spite of the fact that Nortel paid Motorola $11.5 million for the privilege of hiring him in the first place. The claim breaks down into a $2.4 million base salary for 24 months, $3.6 million in bonuses, $200,543.48 prorated bonus for Q3 2009, $50,000 in insurance benefits, and a $6 million annuity. And to think I felt bad about not returning a pocket calculator to a former employer.
CIRCUITS AND DEVICES

MOTION SENSING VIA WIRELESS NET

For developers of wireless sensor networks for remote recognition and tracking, STMicroelectronics (www.st.com) has introduced its first-generation MotionBee™ module, dubbed the model SPMB250-A1. The unit integrates ST’s three-axis digital MEMS accelerometer with a ZigBee platform from Ember Corporation (www.ember.com), which includes the EM250 system on a chip; a 2.4 GHz, IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver and processor; and EmberZNet PRO™ networking software. The module detects accelerations in a selectable range of ±2 g and ±6 g, and transmits data to a central connection point (using star topology) or every other node (using mesh topology) in a ZigBee wireless network.

The fully programmable module measures only 49 x 27 x 5 mm (1.9 x 1 x 0.2 in), making it applicable to wearable medical and sports equipment. It is also said to be useful in applications including security, industrial controls, and environmental modeling. The units are available now, with samples priced at $60. An evaluation kit is also offered, including two programmed modules and a ZigBee dongle for PC integration.

VINTAGE MAC FETCHES $8,260

In the 1980s, the Mac Plus sold for $2,495, for which you obtained ownership of a machine that offered a 68000 processor running at a breathtaking 8 MHz, a hefty 1 MB of RAM, a 9 in monochrome monitor, and an 800 KB floppy drive. As this goes to press, there is one for sale on eBay, with the top bid holding at $33.28. And yet one recently sold at a Profiles in History auction in California for $8,260, about $7,000 more than the auction house expected. Why, you might ask? Because it was formerly owned by Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry.

Other bits of historic memorabilia are available at www.profilesinhistory.com, including a letter signed by John Adams ($29,500) and Millard Fillmore’s autograph ($12,500).

μVolt

YOUR PARTNER IN ELECTRONICS

STORE

See our PROTOBASES:
A great solution for your electronic Prototypes!
- support for your PCBs
- display included (up to 128 x 64 pixels)
- easy and comfortable

See our SGDA2:
Your serial, graphical and text LCD
- high level commands through 2 pins
- with E²PROM and SRAM memory
- easy to use!

ENJOY ELECTRONICS WITH US!
Great prices and quality

From 27,50$
SONY FINDS MAGNETIC RESONANCE INDUCTION

A recent press release from Sony’s global headquarters (www.sony.net) has caused a bit of a stir among the tech-oriented Internet sites. The release — fairly mundane in and of itself — describes a prototype wireless power transfer system that eliminates the use of power cables for television sets and other electronic products. The system has the demonstrated ability to transfer 60W over a distance of 50 cm (19.7 in) with 80% efficiency, i.e., from an 80W source. This can be increased to 80 cm (31.5 in) with the addition of a passive extender, but it presumably cannot be extended forever via additional extenders. Although the system is somewhat interesting, it would no doubt draw a yawn from Nikola Tesla, who accomplished pretty much the same thing a century ago. The fun part is that many readers have imaginatively extended the concept to the provision of wireless power to homes and factories, and are concerned that the associated electromagnetic fields might cause maladies ranging from hair loss to cancer epidemics. But I seem to recall that — at least with an isotropic source — power density drops off as the square of the distance, so if the device transfers 60W at 50 cm, you’ll get only 15W at 100 cm, 3.75W at 200 cm, and so on (assuming the receiving antenna has the same capture area).

This tends to indicate that wireless power on a large scale remains highly impractical. Still, if you are the worrying type, you might want to paint yourself with rubber cement, wrap yourself in aluminum foil, and keep a metallic mesh bag over your head. Better safe than sorry.

FAN MEETS IP58 STANDARD

Whether you need a waterproof, dustproof fan that meets IEC Ingress Protection (IP) 58 standards or simply want to spray your mother-in-law’s martini in her face, JaroTherm’s new Aquas™ fans will fill the bill. If you’re unfamiliar with the standard, it is sufficient to note that the “58” level is the most stringent, where the “5” means “protected against dust, limited ingress,” and the “8” indicates “protected against immersion.” The fans can repel water jets from any direction and withstand submersion at specified depths exceeding 1 m. They can be manufactured to meet specific water-protection requirements and come in sizes ranging from 80 x 80 x 38 mm up to 120 x 38 x 120 mm. The operating temperature range is -10° to 70° C, and their life expectancy is rated at 50,000 hr. You can get the details at www.jarothermal.com.
Recap

This is the last of the introductory Arduino Projects Kits Workshops. We’ve covered all sorts of things from ‘why asking for Arduino in Milan will get you directions to a local pub,’ to ‘why bunny rabbits shouldn’t back into dark places.’ We’ve even learned a few technologically relevant things that will help us get going with a lot of projects we might want to do with a microcontroller, from blinking an LED to counting tomato soup cans using the Arduino Duemilanove and the Arduino Projects Kit (available from Nuts & Volts at www.nutsvolts.com and www.smileymicros.com). Last month, we tied up some loose ends concerning interrupts, getting numbers from a PC, and optical isolation. This month, we are going to tie it all together and learn to do some simple motor control.

How Our DC Motor Works

In Figure 2, we see a simplified drawing showing how a DC motor runs. There are three main components: 1) Stator, 2) Rotor, and 3) Commutator.

The stator (as shown here) is a pair of permanent magnets that don’t move (static). The rotor is a loop of copper wire forming an electromagnet that — wait for it — rotates. The commutator is a clever little mechanical device that takes the ends of the loop and flattens them on a cylindrical sleeve over the axle so that they have a gap between them (preventing the ends from short-circuiting. One end of the loop wire goes on one side of the sleeve and the other end goes on the other sleeve so that they can slide under the brushes. In the figure, the electromagnet is shown aligned with the permanent magnets, but the electromagnetic field is aligned in the opposite direction, causing the distortion in the permanent magnetic field. This means that the part of the loop to the left is the electromagnetic north and attracted to the south pole of the permanent magnet on the right, and the right side of the loop is south and attracted to the north magnet. So, the magnetic attraction/repulsion causes the loop to turn in the clockwise direction. But look what happens to the loop end sleeves on the commutator as the loop turns. The loop end that was touching the negative electric brush rotates away and comes in contact with the positive electric brush while the end that was touching the positive brush now contacts the negative brush. The current reverses in the loop causing the electromagnet to reverse; the side that was attracted to the south magnetic pole is now attracted to the north magnetic pole. The rotation continues on around clockwise pulled by the magnetic forces until the loops nearly attain their desired goal. But the commutator again causes the current, and thus the magnetic attraction to reverse, keeping the loop spinning.
about the axle. For some reason when I was writing this, I began to wonder if maybe youthful romance doesn’t have some sort of commutator that causes attraction to opposites until they get near, then find themselves repulsed and attracted to the other opposite and so on, until their axle wears out (followed by marriage, kids, debt, attempts to lube the commutator, overheating, short-circuits, nursing home ...). While this description does cover the principles of DC motors (and romance), it oversimplifies both. The commutator as drawn will short-circuit once each turn when the gaps are under the brushes. The actual motor we are using (Figure 3) has a three point commutator with three iron posts for the winding which not only prevents the short, but makes for better sequencing of the magnetic attractions/repulsions. (I’ll forbear any more romantic metaphors, though there is often a third party involved).

**Powering the Motor**

The motor in the Arduino Projects Kit is designed to run from six to 15 volts (nominal 12 volts, but nine volts is fine for our purposes) and 110 milliamps. There is a lot of slop in these figures. You can get it to turn with lower voltage or current, and it will spin happily at higher voltages or currents. Below a certain value, however, it won’t turn and above a certain value it will heat up and something will break. We will use our battery as a constant (more or less) voltage source, and control the motor speed by pulsing the current with a transistor.

Every explanation I’ve read about how transistors work has either been too simple or too complex, so let’s just accept that a tiny current on the base pin controls a much larger current between the collector and emitter pins (Figure 7).

**Using PWM to Control the Motor Speed**

We will use a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal transmitted from the Arduino through an optoisolator to the base of our TIP115 transistor to make or break the connection to our nine-volt battery.

The Arduino analogWrite() function produces a PWM signal with a frequency of about 490 Hz (on/off periods per second). During each of these periods, the signal can be turned on for a part of the period and off for a part of the period. The on/off time is called the duty cycle and it can vary from 0 (fully off) to 255 (fully on), with increments in between such as 127 which sets it on half the time and off half the time (50% duty cycle). As you can see from Figure 4, a value of 51 sets a 20% on time for each of the cycles, and a value of 205 sets an 80% on time for each cycle.

The motor (Figure 6) will run slower at a low duty cycle and faster at a high duty cycle, but the relative speeds are not directly proportional to the duty cycle. You need a minimum duty cycle to provide enough energy to get the motor going — in my case, sending analogWrite() a value below 25 wouldn’t make it run.

The point to take away is that you can’t know the motor speed just from the duty cycle you are generating. You have to actually measure the speed and then adjust the duty cycle to fit the speed you require. We’ll do this in a moment using the IR Detector Interrupt code from WS16. First, build the circuit shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Test this circuit with the Arduino Fade example (discussed in WS10). If you hold the motor, you should feel it speeding up and slowing down to the same timing as the LED brightening and fading.

**Diode to Suppress Voltage Spikes**

The process involved in making the motor turn also causes the current to reverse in the copper windings every turn. One notable characteristic of coils of wire (like in the motor windings) is that once the current has started flowing, it doesn’t want to stop. If you try to stop the current by cutting the wire,
the current will ‘pile up’ on one side of the cut creating a high voltage that can drive the current through the air across the cut as a spark. In the motor, the current must not only stop, it must reverse directions for each turn of the motor. This stop and reversal process generates high voltage spikes for each revolution of the motor and while an isolated motor can handle this with no problems, the voltage spikes can wreak havoc on other devices that share the same power supply. The diode shown in Figure 8 acts like a one-way valve (as shown in Figure 5) so that when the current is flowing in the proper direction, the valve is off; when the current backs up, the valve opens to let it drain off the reverse surge.

Building the Breadboard Circuit

This is the most complicated circuit we will be building using the Arduino Projects Kit and, frankly, the chances of building the full circuit and writing the code from scratch and having it work correctly the first time are almost nil. You should think of this as being built from hardware/software sub-components that we’ve done before. First, make sure the IR detector is working properly (built and tested in WS15), and then make sure the optoisolator is doing what it should be doing (built and tested in WS16). Next, we add the TIP115 (Figure 7) to the optoisolator circuit in place of the LED and test that the motor speed varies in sync with the LED brightness. Only after you are sure that each part is working properly should you put the encoder wheel on the motor and try to use it to control the motor speed. This is a breadboard and something will go wrong; be prepared to take small steps and when something does go wrong, be willing to back up and verify each part of the whole.

Please note that the photograph in Figure 1 shows the power on the opposite end of the breadboard than what is shown in Figure 9. I did this to simplify the circuit by showing it isolated and not mixed up with the IR detector circuitry. It shouldn’t matter where you put either, as long as the QRD1114 is sticking out over the end of the board close to the encoder wheel.

Using an Encoder Wheel to Measure the Motor Speed

We will reuse the IR reflective sensor circuit from Workshop 15 and the interrupt software from Workshop 16 to count the passing of the stripes on the encoder wheel shown in Figure 10. Download the pdf file of the image (Workshop17.zip) and print it on plain paper with an inkjet printer, for better IR reflectivity; darken the black stripes where they will be in front of the QRD1114 using a Sharpie© pen. Paste the disk on a piece of cardboard.

When it is dry, make a hole for the motor axle by using an X-acto knife or a scalpel (or whatever very sharp pointed thing you have handy), then slice a few 1/8” cuts in the form of an asterisk (*) at the center point of the wheel. In my case, I could slip the wheel on the motor axle and there was enough pressure provided by the cardboard to hold it in place. If yours is loose, you might want to add a touch of glue — after you’ve
made certain that the disk is both flat and at a 90° angle to the axle. You might let the glue get tacky, then run the motor while it finishes drying as the centrifugal force will align the disk properly. Play with it since a little wobble won’t hurt, but a lot may make the QRD1114 readings unreliable. The motor stand was cut out of foamcore board and stuck together using masking tape and hot-glue. I eyeballed the measurements and trust that by looking at Figure 1, you can too.

Simple Motor Speed Control with Digital Feedback

The program Simple_Motor_Speed_Control uses principles discussed in earlier Workshops (9 to 16). To set the speed, you enter a number followed by an ‘!’: This number will be compared to the count from the encoder wheel spinning in front of the IR detector. If the actual count is lower than the input value, then the value being sent to the PWM by analogWrite(value) will be incremented by the amount in the constant ADJUST (five, in this case). If the count is greater than the input number, the value will be decremented.

You can find the maximum and minimum input values by experimenting. I noted that values of less than 125 caused the motor to stop and values greater than 1,050 maxed out the PWM value. Figure 11 shows that entering a value of 200 for the ‘Input’ when the ‘Count’ is 596 causes the ‘Speed’ to decrease by five each second. When the count is close to the input, the speed will increase and decrease each second to keep the count close to the input. Even though the hardware and software are ‘simple,’ it serves to show the basic principles involved for one method of motor speed control.

// Simple_Motor_Speed_Control 8/13/09
// Joe Pardue
// This program is based on other Arduino code discussed in
// Smiley’s Workshops 9 through 16.
#define ADJUST 5 // speed +/-
// variable to keep PWM value
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int value = 0;  // pin for motor PWM signal
int motorpin = 9;
// variables for serial input
int myInput = 0;
int myNum[6];

int myCount = 0;
// always declare interrupt variables
volatile int count = 0;
// serial input converted to integer
int input = 0;
// value for PWM
int speed = 0;
// time keeping
long oldTime = 0;
long newTime = 0;

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);
  Serial.println("Simple_Motor_Speed_Control");
  // attach interrupt 0 (pin 2) to the
  // edgeDetect function
  // run function on falling edge interrupt
  attachInterrupt(0,edgeDetect, FALLING);
  oldTime = millis();
}

void loop()
{
  newTime = millis();
  if(newTime > (oldTime + 1000))
  {
    oldTime = newTime;
    Serial.print("Count: ");
    Serial.print(count);
    Serial.print(" Input: ");
  }
Serial.print(input);
Serial.print(" Speed: ");
Serial.print(speed);
Serial.println();

if( (speed >= 0)&&(speed<=255) )
{
  if(count < input)
  {
    if (speed != 255)
    {
      speed += ADJUST;
    }
  }
  else
  {
    if (speed != 0)
    {
      speed -= ADJUST;
    }
  }
  analogWrite(motorpin, speed);
}
else (speed = 0);
count = 0;

getNum();
if(myInput == '!')
{
  // convert end-of-number character '!' to 0
  myInput = 0;
  myNum[—myCount] = 0;
  // convert ASCII string to integer
  input = ATOI();
  // map the count number to the PWM value
  Serial.print("input: ");
  Serial.println(input,DEC);
  // clean up and do it all again
  clearAll();
}

// Put serial characters in a character array
void getNum()
{
  if(Serial.available())
  {
    myInput = Serial.read();
    // put the character in the array
    myNum[myCount] = myInput;
  }
}

int ATOI()
{
  // algorithm from atoi() in C standard library
  int i = 0;
  int n = 0;
  for(i = 0; myNum[i] >= '0' && myNum[i] <= '9'; ++i)
  { n = 10 * n + (myNum[i] - '0'); }
  return(n);
}
void clearAll()
{
  int i;
  myCount = 0;
  for(i = 0; i < 6; i++)
  {
    myNum[i] = 0;
  }
  Serial.flush();
}

// On each IR detector interrupt
// increment the count
void edgeDetect()
{
  count++;
}

Well, that’s it for this series on the Arduino Projects Kit used the Arduino Way. Tune in next month for more fun with AVR microcontrollers. NV
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Get Ready For The Holidays With a Ramsey Kit!

**Electrocardiogram ECG Heart Monitor**
- Visible and audible display of your heart rhythm!
- Bright LED “Heart” indicator for easy viewing!
- Re-usable hospital grade sensors included!
- Monitor output for professional scope display
- Simple and safe 9V battery operation

Use the ECG1C to astound your physician with your knowledge of ECG/EKG systems. Enjoy learning about the inner workings of the heart while, at the same time, covering the stage-by-stage electronic circuit theory used in the kit to monitor it. The three probe wire pick-ups allow for easy application and experimentation without the cumbersome harness normally associated with ECG monitors. The documentation with the ECG1C covers everything from the circuit description of the kit to the circuit description of the heart!

Multiple “beat” indicators include a bright front panel LED that flashes with the actions of the heart along with an adjustable level audio speaker output that supports both mono and stereo hook-ups. In addition a monitor output is provided to connect to any standard oscilloscope to view the traditional style ECG/EKG waveforms just like you see on TV... or in the ER! See the display above? That’s one of our engineers, hooked up to the ECG1C after an engineering meeting!

The fully adjustable gain control on the front panel allows the user to custom tune the differential signal picked up by the probes. In the ECG1C, you not only see reading and display every time! 10 hospital grade re-usable probe patches are included together with the matching custom case set shown. Additional patches are available in 10-packs. Operates on a standard 9VDC battery (not included) for safe and simple operation. Note, while the ECG1C, professionally monitors and displays your heart rhythms and functions, it is intended for hobbyist usage only. If you experience any cardiac symptoms, seek proper medical help immediately!

**ECG1C**  Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor Kit With Case & Patches  $44.95
**ECG1WT**  Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor, Factory Assembled & Tested  $89.95
**ECGP10**  Electrocardiogram Re-Usable Probe Patches, 10-Pack  $7.95

---

**42 Watt Universal Stereo Amplifier System**
- 42 watt class D amplifier, spread spectrum design!
- 97% efficiency, heat free operation!
- 0.1% distortion for clean crisp audio response!
- Balanced and unbalanced audio inputs!
- All DC controls for noise free operation!
- Selectable pre/post process line outs
- Short-circuit proof!
- Operates on 12-18VDC at a mere 3.3A!
- Compact and attractive shielded aluminum case!

The success of the tiny little UAM4 stereo amplifier was incredible, but there were a lot of requests for a complete system built around its technology. These requests seemed like a great idea, so here it is, the UAM4SYS!

The amplifier is based on a single SMT device that runs in class D, which means it’s highly efficient and produces very little heat. Your power goes into the audio output, not heat on a heatsink! The results, 21 watts per channel of stereo or 42 watts total or mono audio power! All cool running without the need for heat sinks or ventilation. Cold, quiet running 20W class D amplifiers offer selectable gain of +22dB, +25dB, +29.5dB or +36dB to match your input levels. Board jumpers also enable protection and shutdown options as well as mono/bridge mode.

The amplifier also features built-in click and pop suppression to protect not only your ears and sanity, but your speakers and equipment! Line outputs are selectable pre or post processing and the headphone circuit gives you 64 steps of audio level and stores your last setting! Construction is through-hole for easy assembly, other forms just like you see on TV... or in the ER! See the display above? That’s one of our engineers, hooked up to the UAM4SYS after an engineering meeting!

**UAM4SYS**  42 Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit With Case  $169.95

---

**Tri-Field Meter & “Ghost Detector”**
- See electric, magnetic, and RF fields!
- Watch the magnetic fields of the earth!
- Sense different magnetic poles
- Detect RF transmitter fields

The TFMC3 has three separate field sensors that are user selectable to provide a really cool readout on two highly graphical LED bargraphs! Utilizing the latest technology, including Hall Effect sensors, you can walk around your house and actually “see” these fields around you! You will be amazed at what you see. How sensitive is it? Well, you can see the magnetic field of the earth... THAT’S sensitive!

The technical applications are endless. Use it to detect radiation from monitors and TVs, electrical discharges from appliances, RF emissions from unknown or hidden transmitters and RF sources, and a whole lot more! If you’re wondering whether your wireless project or even your cell phone is working, you can easily check for RF! A 3-position switch in the center allows you to select electric, magnetic, or RF fields. A front panel “zero adjust” allows you to set the sensors and displays to a known clean “starting point”.

If the TFMC3 looks familiar, it’s probably because you saw it in use on the CBS show Ghost Whisperer! It was used throughout one episode (#78, 02-27-2009) to detect the presence of ghosts! In the electric mode, the TFMC3’s displays will wand away from zero even though there isn’t a clear reason for it. What it was in the Ghost Whisperer was a friendly ghost. What it will be in your house... who knows! Runs on 4 AAA batteries.

**TFMC3**  Tri-Field Meter Kit With Case  $74.95

---

**FM Stereo Transmitter**
- Rock stable
- PLL synthesized exciter!
- Front panel digital control and display of all parameters!
- Professional metal case
- Super audio quality!
- 25mW kit and 1W export models!

For nearly a decade we’ve been the leader in hobbyist FM radio transmitters. When it became time for our next model, we wanted a completely new design, one that would be clean, simple, and easy to assemble. We told our engineers we wanted a new technology transmitter that would provide FM100 series operation without the added complexity of our previous designs. They took it as a challenge and designed not one, but TWO transmitters!

The FM30 is designed using through-hole technology and components and is available only as a do-it-yourself kit, with a 25mW output very similar to our FM25 series. The engineers redesigned their brand-new design using surface mount technology (SMT) for a special factory assembled and tested FM35W kit, with 1W output for our export-only market! Both are designed around an RF tight vinyl clad metal enclosure for noise free and interference free operation. All set-ups are done through the front panel control and LCD display! All settings are stored in non-volatile memory for future use.

Both the FM30 and FM35WT operate on 13.8 to 16VDC and include a 15VDC 110/220VAC plug in power supply. The stylish black anodized aluminum case measures 5.5"x 6.45" x 1.9"H, and is a great match to your other equipment.

**FM30B**  FM Stereo Transmitter Kit  $199.95
**FM35WBT**  1W Export Only Version  $299.95

---

**Electronic Learning Labs**
- Learn and build!
- 130, 200, 300, & 500 in one!
- Super comprehensive training manuals!

Whether you want to learn the basics of electricity, the theory of electronics, or advanced digital technology, our lab kits are for you! Starting with our PL130, we give you 130 different electronic projects, together with a comprehensive 162 page learning manual. A great start for the kids...young and old! Next, check out the PL200, that gives you 200 very creative and fun projects, and includes a new interactive front panel with 2 controls, speaker, LED display and a meter.

From there, step up to our PL300, which gives you 300 separate electronic projects along with 165 page learning and theory manual. The PL300 walks you through the learning phase of digital electronics.

If you’re looking for the ultimate lab kit, check out our PL500. Includes a whopping 500 separate projects, a 152 page starter course manual, a 78 page advanced manual, we started from the ground up! Our export-only lab kit, the user is responsible for complying with all FCC rules & regulations within the US, or any regulations of their respective governing body. FM35WBT is for export use and can only be shipped to locations outside the continental US or valid APO/FPO addresses or valid customs brokers for end delivery outside the continental US."

**PL130**  130-In-One Lab Kit  $49.95
**PL200**  200-In-One Lab Kit  $69.95
**PL300**  300-In-One Lab Kit  $89.95
**PL500**  500-In-One Lab Kit  $219.95

---

Poplar Holiday Favorites!

**ECG1C**  Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor Kit With Case & Patches  $44.95
**ECG1WT**  Electrocardiogram Heart Monitor, Factory Assembled & Tested  $89.95
**ECGP10**  Electrocardiogram Re-Usable Probe Patches, 10-Pack  $7.95

---

**TFMC3**  Tri-Field Meter Kit With Case  $74.95

---

**PL130**  130-In-One Lab Kit  $49.95
**PL200**  200-In-One Lab Kit  $69.95
**PL300**  300-In-One Lab Kit  $89.95
**PL500**  500-In-One Lab Kit  $219.95
The incredible OBDII plug-in monitor that has everyone talking! Once plugged into your vehicle it monitors up to 300 hours of trip data, from speed, braking, acceleration, RPM and a whole lot more. Reads and resets your check engine light, and more!

OBDM CarChip Pro
$99.95

Practice Guitar Amp & DI
Practice your guitar without driving your family or neighbors nuts! Works with any electric, acoustic-electric or bass guitar. Plug your MP3 player into the input and practice to your favorite music! Drives standard headphones and also works as a great DI!

PGA1 Personal Practice Guitar Amp Kit $64.95

Passive Aircraft Monitor
The hit of the decade! Our patented receiver hears the entire aircraft band without any tuning! Passive design has no LO, therefore can be used on board aircraft! Perfect for air Shows, hears the active traffic as it happens! Available kit or factory assembled.

ABM1 Passive Aircraft Rcvr Kit $89.95

Electronic Siren
Exactly duplicates the upward and downward wail of a police siren. Switch closure produces upward wail, releasing it makes it return downward. Produces a loud SW output, and will drive any speaker! Horn speakers sound the best! Runs on 6-12VDC.

SM3 Electronic Siren Kit $7.95

LAB1U 3-In-1 Multifunction Solder Lab $129.95

Soldering Lab
Not only will you learn soldering and desoldering but you will also learn component identification and color coded! Includes 163 solder points, and you will learn how to solder all types of components. The comprehensive manual even includes exams!

SP3B Soldering Parts Lab Kit $9.95

The handiest item for your bench! Includes a RoHS compliant temp controlled soldering station, digital multimeter, and a regulated lab power supply! All in one small unit for your bench! It can’t be beat!

LAB1U 3-In-1 Multifunction Solder Lab $129.95

Just Off The Press!
Get the new 2010 Ramsey Hobby Catalog! 96 value packed pages of the newest goodies around with lots of new stuff! Order yours today on line or give us a call... Or download the PDF at www.ramsaykits.com/catalog!

www.ramsaykits.com
800-446-2295

Where Electronics is Always Fun!
• Build It! • Achieve It! • Learn It! • Enjoy It!
Q A

WITH RUSSELL KINCAID

In this column, I answer questions about all aspects of electronics, including computer hardware, software, circuits, electronic theory, troubleshooting, and anything else of interest to the hobbyist. Feel free to participate with your questions, comments, or suggestions.

Send all questions and comments to: Q&A@nutsvolts.com

WIND CHIME
LIGHT SHOW

I am trying to create a natural light show. It is supposed to work as follows: When the wind blows, a limit switch starts a 15 second timer, which (after 15 seconds) turns on a small relay and starts a second timer, and so on for 15 timer/relays. Each relay should be on for 15 seconds but only one at a time. The big problem is how to avoid the first timer/relay turning on because of the constant wind, before all 15 timers go off.

— Roman J. Predrijevac

Since you are planning on using relays, this design will also. In Figure 1, the limit switch (SW1) energizes K0 which is latched on through the contacts of the last relay, Kn+1. The last timer should time out in 15 milliseconds, just long enough to unlatch K0. The 555 timer will retrigger if the input is held low; that is why I used R-C coupling, so the capacitor can charge up in less than 15 seconds and prevent retriggering. The diode prevents the input from being driven above the power supply, which could damage it. You will need 17 relays because K0 and Kn+1 do not operate any lights. The 555 schematic and timing info are on the datasheet which you can find here: www.fairchildsemi.com/ds/LM/LM555.pdf. Jameco has a suitable relay that is economical at $1.15 each (part number 172937).

— Wally Bently

A

Many people are buying LCD TVs and disposing of the old CRT based TV, so salvageable transformers are plentiful now. You can no doubt also salvage the driver transistor and other parts. I have designed the circuit such that either a bipolar NPN or N-type MOSFET can be used. The STP3NB80 is an 800 volt MOSFET available from Mouser. You may salvage the high voltage diode.

---

FIGURE 1

---

Q&A@nutsvolts.com
and capacitor from the TV, or they are available on eBay.

In Figure 2, IC1 drives Q1 with a 15 kHz signal for 0.1 seconds every second, controlled by IC2. R5 is a cadmium sulphide LDR, available from RadioShack (part number 276-1657). It pulls the reset low in the daytime to stop all action. IC3 oscillates with a 50% duty cycle to operate the red and blue LEDs. The 50% duty cycle is accomplished this way: C6 charges through R9 with approximately 0.1 mA current. When the voltage reaches the threshold, pin 7 goes low and pulls approximately 0.2 mA to overcome the current from R9 and discharge C6. This is on the verge of not working; if R11 is as high as 35K, the voltage on C6 will not go below the lower threshold and oscillation stops.

**DC-TO-DC CONVERTER**

Help! Nothing works right! I have an antique radio requiring an A/B battery of 1.5 and 90 volts. Restoring old radios is my hobby.

In reference to your DC to DC converter, June 09, page 28, I tried the LM3478 but it was just too small for me to etch and solder. I tried an LM2576-ADJ with inductor. It worked but there was too much on time and the MOSFET got hot. The 52 kHz pulse was on 25%, off 25%, and the remaining 50% was a sawtooth pattern starting at 11 volts p/p and diminishing to near zero at +6 volts average before repeating the cycle.

I then tried cycling a 555 timer at 150 kHz followed by an inverter, but it would not trigger the MOSFET even though the square wave was 12 volts. I want to use a TO-220 N-Ch MOSFET. Could you suggest a thru-hole substitute for the LM3478?

In reference to the DC-to-DC converter, June 09, page 28, I tried the LM3478 but it was just too small for me to etch and solder. I tried an LM2576-ADJ with inductor. It worked but there was too much on time and the MOSFET got hot. The 52 kHz pulse was on 25%, off 25%, and the remaining 50% was a sawtooth pattern starting at 11 volts p/p and diminishing to near zero at +6 volts average before repeating the cycle.

I then tried cycling a 555 timer at 150 kHz followed by an inverter, but it would not trigger the MOSFET even though the square wave was 12 volts. I want to use a TO-220 N-Ch MOSFET. Could you suggest a thru-hole substitute for the LM3478?
The symbol for Q1 was intended to be an enhancement type — not shown. I don’t know what a depletion type MOSFET enhances type — is not shown. I don’t know why that did not happen. Perhaps the drive circuit was ringing due to long wires.

The 555 circuit should have worked; 12 volts will turn on almost any MOSFET. I have used a 555 circuit successfully, so I designed the circuit in Figure 3. IC1 generates a narrow pulse to set the frequency.

IC2 produces a pulse which is dependent on the voltage on the control (pin 5). At power on, pin 5 is high, producing a wide pulse and high output voltage, but feedback pulls pin 5 down to regulate the DC output to +90 volts. With 1K load, (90 mA) the output of my breadboard was 89.9 VDC at 11 volts input and 93 VDC out at 14 volts input. The efficiency is 75%.

Transformer construction: I used a RadioShack choke core (see parts list, Figure 4) because it is one of the few ferrite cores you can buy retail. I am told it is good for 500 watts but this application is 10 watts, so it’s overkill. You will need a bobbin on which to wind the wire. I made a bobbin by cutting a strip 7/8 inch wide from a business card, wrapping it around a 3/8 drill bit, and gluing it to make a cylinder. I used super glue, but five minute epoxy would work also.

For the end pieces, I cut a 7/8” square from the card and punched a 3/8” hole. I found that the core was a tight fit in the bobbin, so if you make the cylinder a little loose on the drill bit, assembly will be easier. If you use the drill to center the end pieces while gluing, remove it before the glue sets or it may be glued to the drill (voice of experience).

I wound 24 turns #22 wire for the primary and 260 turns #26 wire for the secondary. A layer of tape over the primary will hold it in place while you wind the secondary. Note the small circles on the transformer symbol; they should denote the finish end of the windings if both are wound in the same direction.

The green LED is the voltage reference (about 2.2 volts). The output is determined by the R6/R9 ratio and the voltage at the Q3 emitter. You may want to tweak that ratio although the radio will work okay with ±10% tolerance on the

---

**MAILBAG**

Dear Russell:

Re: Current Sensing Motor Control, Sept. 2009, page 32. Your column continues to be the best feature of Nuts & Volts Magazine. Two points regarding the subject item: You have an ohm feedback resistor connected between pin 1 and pin 3. Series between the R5-C3+ junction and pin 3, and add a 100K resistor. With these changes, IC1B will be initialized to the RESET state on power-on, and will toggle to the Comparator is good practice; but in this case, multiple pulses during the transition will not be a problem.

---

**PART** | **DESCRIPTION** | **PART #** | **SUPPLIER**
--- | --- | --- | ---
R1-R8 | 1/4 W, 1% METAL FILM RESISTORS | 271-VALUE-RC | MOUSER
IC1, IC2 | 555 TIMER, DIP-8 | 272-555 | JAMECO
C1 | 470 pF, 50V, 5% | 16109 | JAMECO
C2 | 100 pF, 50V, 5% | 16002 | JAMECO
C3 | 10 µF, 16V, 10% | 94060 | JAMECO
C4 | 10 µF, 160V, 20% | 609879 | JAMECO
C5 | 0.022 µF, 50V, 10% | 332655 | JAMECO
Q1 | NMOS, 100V, 27A, TO-220 | 210518 | JAMECO
Q2 | NPN, 30V, GP, 2N3904 | 38359 | JAMECO
Q3 | PNP, 30V, GP, 2N3906 | 38375 | JAMECO
C3 | 1 µF tantalum capacitor | 1559164(TO-220) | JAMECO
D1 | 400V, 1A, 200 nS, 1N4936 | 1956653 | JAMECO
D2 | GREEN LED, T-1 3/4 | 273-104 | RADIOSHACK
T1 (CORE) | CHOKE | 9 | JAMECO

---

Your idea of clocking IC1B is a good one; it eliminates any MOSFET even though the symbol would look like.

In your LM2576 circuit, the MOSFET should have been on 25% and off 75%; I don’t know why that happened. Perhaps the drive circuit was ringing due to long wires. The 555 circuit should have worked; 12 volts will turn on almost any MOSFET. I have used a 555 circuit successfully, so I designed the circuit in Figure 3. IC1 generates a narrow pulse to set the frequency.

---

**FIGURE 4**

The green LED is the voltage reference (about 2.2 volts). The output is determined by the R6/R9 ratio and the voltage at the Q3 emitter. You may want to tweak that ratio although the radio will work okay with ±10% tolerance on the

---

**FIGURE 5**

---

**PART** | **DESCRIPTION** | **PART #** | **SUPPLIER**
--- | --- | --- | ---
R1-R8 | 1/4 W, 1% METAL FILM RESISTORS | 271-VALUE-RC | MOUSER
IC1, IC2 | 555 TIMER, DIP-8 | 272-555 | JAMECO
C1 | 470 pF, 50V, 5% | 16109 | JAMECO
C2 | 100 pF, 50V, 5% | 16002 | JAMECO
C3 | 10 µF, 16V, 10% | 94060 | JAMECO
C4 | 10 µF, 160V, 20% | 609879 | JAMECO
C5 | 0.022 µF, 50V, 10% | 332655 | JAMECO
Q1 | NMOS, 100V, 27A, TO-220 | 210518 | JAMECO
Q2 | NPN, 30V, GP, 2N3904 | 38359 | JAMECO
Q3 | PNP, 30V, GP, 2N3906 | 38375 | JAMECO
C3 | 1 µF tantalum capacitor | 1559164(TO-220) | JAMECO
D1 | 400V, 1A, 200 nS, 1N4936 | 1956653 | JAMECO
D2 | GREEN LED, T-1 3/4 | 273-104 | RADIOSHACK
DC output. The circuit, C5 and R7, are an attempt to stabilize the circuit so it doesn’t oscillate; my circuit did not oscillate and I did not use them. The 1% resistors are not actually necessary; I have standardized them because they are cheap and I don’t need to have two sets of resistors.

Figure 5 is a picture of my breadboard. If that works, anything you build should work!

BANDPASS FILTER DESIGN

Q Can you figure the values for a bandpass filter using LC components? My proposed schematic is Figure 6. One filter passband is 190 to 199 kHz; the other is 201 to 210 kHz.

— Craig Kendrick Sellen

A The standard Butterworth filter is designed to operate between resistive source and load, so I chose a plate resistor for VT1A that would give 200 kHz bandwidth (47K). The transformation for the first filter gave a value of 1.15 picofarads for the series coupling capacitor. That is not a practical value, plus the series inductor is 584 mH which will have stray capacitance that will screw up the response. The bandwidth is too narrow.

I see that you are trying to make a stagger tuned bandpass with the two filters tuned to different frequencies. That would work, but since the filter can’t be built, it would be better to combine the filters to be the same, then widen the bandwidth because the -3 dB point of each filter becomes the -6 dB point of the cascaded filters.

Accordingly, I designed the filter for 185 to 215 kHz. Now the series capacitor is 3.64 picofarads; still mighty small but perhaps it could work. The series inductor is 175 mH which is much easier to make. See Figure 7 for the modified schematic.

The filter is designed for 33K source and load. The internal plate resistance of VT1A combined with the 47K plate resistor is 33K. I tried to build the filter to check feasibility but the self resonant frequency (SRF) of the 175 mH coil is 49 kHz, so that is not going to work at 190 kHz. By the way, I used Magnetics, Inc., ferrite core OF42510-EC because I bought 1,000 of them on eBay for $25.

My next thought was to try a top coupled design because that is good for a narrow band; see Figure 8. In this design, all the coils are the same value. In Figure 8, the values are for the 190 to 199 kHz filter. The 201 to 210 kHz filter values are: L1 = L2 = L3 = 1.19 mH; C1 = 488 pF (208.851 kHz); C2 = 472 pF (212.361 kHz); C3 = 488 pF (208.851 kHz); and C4 = C5 = 16.6 pF.

I tried to build the 201 to 210 kHz filter. I wound the coils on the Magnetics OF42510 ferrite core. The SRF was 770 kHz which indicates a stray capacitance of 35.9 pF; that should work. The number of turns is 22 for 1.19 mH and 23 for 1.33 mH. I usually put on several extra turns and remove a half turn at a time until the inductance is just right. I put the filter together using 5% mica caps; I did not have trimmer caps so it is not surprising that my filter was not perfect. The center frequency was 204 kHz; the theoretical center is 205.5 kHz. The filter did not have a flat top but I think proper tuning would fix that.

The way to tune the filter is to resonate L1-C1, L2-C2, and L3-C3, and then connect the coupling caps. A sweep generator and scope are necessary to tweak the filter to perfection.

---

**SOUND & LIGHTING KITS FOR ELECTRONIC ENTHUSIASTS**

**MULTIFUNCTION ACTIVE FILTER MODULE**

**KC-5480** $14.50 plus postage & packing

A versatile active filter module that can be used either as an active crossover, a low pass filter, or a high or band pass filter in a speaker project simply by changing a couple of jumper links. Short form kit only with PCB, overlay and all common components. Requires power supply (see specs), amplifiers, and additional components for configuration to PSU and operation frequency.

- Input impedance: 47kΩ
- Power supply: dual rail ±15-60VDC; single rail 12-30VDC or 11-43VAC
- Current: 40mA max
- SN ratio >100dB @ 1V

**NEW KIT**

**SD CARD SPEECH RECORDER & PLAYER**

**KC-5481** $43.50 plus postage & packing

Use this kit to store your WAV files on MMC/SD/MMC cards. It can be used as a jukebox, a sound effects player or an expandable digital voice recorder. You can use it as a free-standing recorder or in conjunction with any Windows, Mac or Linux PC. Short form kit includes overlay PCB, SD card socket and electronic components.

**NEW KIT**

**STEREO DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER**

**KC-5487** $80.75 plus postage & packing

If you listen to CDs through a DVD player, you can get sound quality equal to the best high-end CD players with this DAC kit. It has one coaxial S/PDIF and two Toslink inputs to connect a DVD player, set-top box, DVR, computer or any other linear PCM digital audio source. It also has stereo RCA outlets for connection to a home theatre or hi-fi amplifier. This kit requires some SMD soldering skills. See website for full specifications.

- Short form kit with I/O, DAC and switch PCB and on-board components only.
- Requires: PSU (KC-5418 £6.00) and toroidal transformer

**THE REMIN SYNTHESIZER MKII**

**KC-5475** $43.50 plus postage & packing

Create your own eerie science fiction sound effects! Updated features to one of our most popular kits include extra test points, change to AC to avoid switchmode plugpack interference, and a new share control to vary audio time. Contains PCB with overlay, pre-machined case and all specified electronic components.

**NEW KIT**

**NEON TUBE SOUND DISPLAY**

**KC-5322** $11.75 plus postage & packing

Drives any color neon tube in the Jaycar range and has the option of turning the tube on & off to the beat of the music. With this latest kit you can now use any output from your car stereo - unlike its predecessor it is not limited to being exclusively driven by a subwoofer output. Kit supplied with PCB plus all specified electronic components.

**NEW KIT**

**INFRARED FLOODLIGHT**

**KC-9068** $17.50 plus postage & packing

Enables your CCD camera to see in the dark - 32x infrared LEDs illuminating an area up to 5 meters. Kit includes gold-plated/solder masked PCB, 32x infrared LEDs and all electronic components. Not suitable for CMOS cameras.

- 12-14VDC 300mA
- Ultra plugpack supply MP-3147 £5.25

**50 WATT AMPLIFIER MODULE**

**KC-5150** $17.50 plus postage & packing

A single chip module that provides 50WRMS @ 8 ohms with very low distortion. PC board and all electronic components supplied. PC board size only 84 x 58mm. Requires heatsink. See website for full specs.

- Heatink to suit
- HH-8500 £5.75

**POST & PACKING CHARGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Products are dispatched from Australia, so local customs duty & taxes may apply. Prices valid until 31/12/09

**FREE CATALOG**

Checkout Jaycar’s extensive range

We have kits & electronic projects for use in:
- Audio & Video
- Car & Automotive
- Computer
- Lighting
- Power
- Test & Meters
- Learning & Educational
- General Electronics Projects
- Gifts, Gadgets & Just for fun!

For your FREE catalog logon to www.jaycar.com/catalog or check out the range at www.jaycar.com

**HOW TO ORDER**

- ORDER ON-LINE: www.jaycar.com
- PHONE: 1-800-784-0263
- FAX: +61 2 8832 3118*
- EMAIL: techstore@jaycar.com
- POST: P.O. Box 107, Rydalmere NSW 2116 Australia
- ALL PRICING IN US DOLLARS
- MINIMUM ORDER ONLY $25

*Australian Eastern Standard Time (Monday - Friday 08.00 to 17.30 GMT + 10 hours only)
Expect 10-14 days for air parcel delivery

**1-800-784-0263** www.jaycar.com
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- Heatink to suit
- HH-8500 £5.75
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**GREAT VALUE**

**IN TEST & MEASUREMENT**

---

**350 MHz 2/4 CHANNEL DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE HMO3522/HMO3524**

- 4 GSa/s Real time, 50 GSa/s Random sampling, low noise flash A/D converter (reference class)
- 2 Mpts memory per channel, memory zoom up to 100,000:1
- M50 (Mixed Signal Opt. H03508/H03516) with 8/16 logic channels
- Vertical sensitivity 1 mV...5 V/div. into 1 MΩ/50 Ω Offset control ±0.2...±20 V
- 12 div. x-axis display range
- 20 div. y-axis display range with VirtualScreen function
- Trigger modes: slope, video, pulselength, logic, delayed, event
- FFT for spectral analysis
- 6 digit counter, Autoset, automeasurement, formula editor, ratiocursor
- Crisp 6" TFT VGA display, LED backlight, DVI output

---

**3 GHZ SPECTRUM ANALYZER HMS 3000 / HMS 3010**

- Frequency range 100 kHz...3 GHz
- Amplitude measurement range -114...+20 dBm
- DANL -135 dBm with Preamp. Option H03011
- Sweep time 20 ms...1000 s
- Resolution bandwidth 100 Hz...1 MHz in 1–3 steps, 200 kHz [-3 dB]
- Additional 200 Hz, 9 kHz, 120 kHz, 1 MHz [-6 dB]
- Spectral purity -100 dBc/Hz (±100 kHz)
- Video bandwidth 10 Hz...1 MHz in 1–3 steps
- Tracking Generator (HMS 3010) -20 dBm/00 dBm
- Integrated AM and FM demodulator (int. speaker)
- Detectors: Auto-, min-, max-peak, sample, RMS, quasi-peak

---

**PROGR. 2/3/4 CHANNEL HIGH-PERFORMANCE POWER SUPPLY HMP SERIES**

- HMP2020: 1 x 0...32 V/0...10 A, max. 188 W
- HMP2030: 2 x 0...32 V/0...5 A, max. 188 W
- HMP4030: 3 x 0...32 V/0...10 A, max. 384 W
- HMP4040: 4 x 0...32 V/0...10 A, max. 384 W
- 188/384W output power realized by intelligent power management
- Low residual ripple: < 150 μVrms due to linear post regulators
- High setting- and read-back resolution of up to 1 mV/0.2 mA
- HMP4030/HMP4040: Keypad for direct parameter entry
- Galvanically isolated, earth-free and short circuit protected output channels
- Advanced parallel- and serial operation via V/I tracking
- EasyArb function for free definable V/I characteristics
- FuseLink: individual channel combination of electronic fuses
- Free adjustable overvoltage protection (OVP) for all outputs
- All parameters clearly displayed via LCD/glowing buttons

---

**25/50 MHz ARBITRARY FUNCTION GENERATOR HMF2525 / HMF2550**

- Frequency range 10 μHz...25 MHz/50 MHz
- Output voltage 5 Vpp, -10 Vpp, into 50 Ω, DC Offset ±5 mV...5V
- Arbitrary waveform generator: 250 Msps/s, 14 Bit, 256 kPts
- Sine, Square, Pulse, Triangle, Ramp, Arbitrary
- Waveforms incl. standard curves (white, pink noise etc.)
- Total harmonic distortion 0.04 % (f < 100 kHz)
- Burst, Sweep, Gating, external Trigger
- Rise time <8 ns, in pulse mode 8...500 ns variable-edge-time
- Pulse mode: Frequency range 100 μHz...12.5 MHz/25 MHz, pulse width 10 ns...999 s, resolution 5 ns
- Modulation modes AM, FM, Pulse, Tri, FSK, PSK, PSK
- Internal modulator (sine, square, triangle, sawtooth) 10 Hz...150 kHz/200 kHz
- Rapid pulse modulation: typ. 200 ns
- Internal modulator (sine, square, triangle, sawtooth) 10 Hz...150 kHz/200 kHz
- High spectral purity
- Standard: TCXO (temperature stability: ±0.5 x 10⁻⁶)
- Optional: OCXO (temperature stability: ±1 x 10⁻⁶)
- Galvanically isolated USB/RS-232 Interface, optional IEEE-488
- 10 configuration memories including turn-on configuration

---

**LCR - BRIDGE HM8118**

- Basic Accuracy 0.05 %
- Measurement functions L, C, R, Ω, V, I, G, B, D, ε, Δ, D, M, N
- Test frequencies 20 Hz...200 kHz
- Up to 12 measurements per second
- Parallel and Series Mode
- Binning Interface H0118 (optional) for automatic sorting of components
- Internal programmable voltage and current bias
- Transformer parameter measurement
- External capacitor bias up to 40 V
- Kelvin cable and 4 wire SMD Test adapter included in delivery
- Galvanically isolated USB/RS-232 Interface, optional IEEE-488

---

**1,2 GHZ/3 GHZ RF-SYNTHESIZER HM8134-3/HM8135**

- Outstanding Frequency range 1 Hz...1,2 GHz/3 GHz
- Output power -127...+13 dBm/-135...+13 dBm
- Frequency resolution 1 Hz (accuracy 0.5 ppm)
- Input for external time base (10 MHz)
- Modulation modes: AM, FM, Pulse, φ, FSK, PSK
- Rapid pulse modulation: typ. 200 ns
- Internal modulator (sine, square, triangle, sawtooth) 10 Hz...150 kHz/200 kHz
- High spectral purity
- Standard: TCXO (temperature stability: ±0.5 x 10⁻⁶)
- Optional: OCXO (temperature stability: ±1 x 10⁻⁶)
- Galvanically isolated USB/RS-232 Interface, optional IEEE-488
- 10 configuration memories including turn-on configuration

---

**IN TEST & MEASUREMENT**

---

**HAPRO Electronics**

Tel: +1-516-794-4080 · Fax: +1-516-794-1855 · sales@haproelectronics.com

www.hameq.com
I recycled a cat food can and a 4011 CMOS chip into a safety upgrade for older model school buses. As an electronic hobbyist that does electronic repair on school buses, I found it would be very helpful to be able to deploy the stop sign and activate the overhead red lights without opening the entrance door. This is a problem with older buses that have a mechanical air valve to open and close the door. The entrance door can be kept in the closed position until passengers arrive at the door. This allows the bus to stay warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer when loading the bus. When unloading the bus, it will keep the students inside until the driver determines it’s safe to exit. This way, the driver can be sure the traffic has stopped.

**Circuit Design**

The circuit had to be as inexpensive as possible. It also had to be very easy to understand and build and install. This is why I chose the 4011 CMOS over the PIC. By using a CMOS chip, it is fixed and reprogramming will never be necessary. The circuit will always work the same. Figure 3 shows the circuit and how to make the connections to components on the bus. I used a universal circuit board that can be purchased.

**Figure 1.** The purpose of these circuits is to provide a safety upgrade to school buses.

**Figure 2.** The circuit board with hardware to place in a used cat food can. The circuit board stand-off is made of plastic concrete anchors. A piece of high temp gasket material was used in the bottom of the can to reduce diesel vibration. Wire for the circuit is from an old wiring harness off of a junk automobile.

**Figure 3.** This is the circuit I used to place the stop sign out before opening the door. On older buses, the driver had to open the air door before the red lights and stop sign could be deployed. Circuit components are made of a CMOS chip and surplus resistors, diodes, and capacitors.
at RadioShack. Transistor Q1 is not critical as long as it will carry enough current. Connection to the overhead amber lights prevents accidental activation by the driver before the stop sign needs to be deployed.

Figure 4 shows the circuit mounted in a clean cat food can. The can will provide protection for the circuit against moisture, dirt, and vibration. (Always remember to take into consideration the temperature range, nearby chemicals, moisture, and vibration when designing automotive circuits.) Gasket material was placed in the bottom of the can to help with vibration. A sealing lid was purchased at a pet supply store and provides environmental protection.

For those of you that might want to also provide wig wag headlights on the bus during the time the stop sign is deployed, I provided a circuit for that as well. See Figure 8.

Relays for this circuit are the common 40 amp, five-pin version made by many manufacturers.

Figure 3 is the circuit I used to place the stop sign out before opening door. Drivers of older buses with an air door, driver had to open the door before the red lights and stop sign could be deployed. Circuit components are made from a CMOS chip and surplus resistors, diodes, and capacitors.

The circuit in Figure 8 provides a wig-wag flash (alternating flash) to the headlights on high beam whenever the stop sign is deployed. This goes back to normal operation whenever the stop sign is not in use. NV

What interesting things have you made out of recycled components, pulled from electronics whose best days are behind them? Share your “recycled” creations with other readers and enter our Recycled Projects contest.

For details, go to www.nutsvolts.com.
In order to re-program the chip with new keyboard settings, I needed an interface to the PC. Two pins on the 16F877 are used for a serial interface to the PC. The loaded data should be stored in an EEPROM — no re-loading required after power off! Two more pins are used for the I2C communication between the PIC and EEPROM. In order not to disrupt the communication between PC and keyboard — some computers look for the keyboard at boot-up and send commands — a relay was used to switch between the board and keyboard. This allows the user to keep the board plugged in all the time (even without power on the board). The clock and the data lines to send the keyboard code took two more pins to realize. Two pins are used for the setup mode and the setup selector. Those are designed as jumpers but can be wired to switches for easy access.

After all, all of the pins are used!

A search on the Internet revealed the code being sent from the keyboard to the PC and the data transfer (Figure 1). The timing is very important for the PC. The communication protocol is one start bit, seven data bits, one parity bit, and one stop bit. Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram for the interface. The circuit fits on a single-layer, approximately 3” x 6” PCB (printed circuit board).

Let’s start with the power supply. A voltage between nine and 20 volts is applied to K1. The 7805 regulates the incoming voltage to 5V with support from the two capacitors. D1 protects the circuit from reverse supply voltage. The current drawn by the circuit is between 30 and 42 mA with the relay activated; a heat sink is not required. K2 is a double terminal to bring the regulated +5 volts to the switches you want to use. The PIC’s (IC1) MRCL is held up to +5 volts, with a cap working as a power-up delay. All inputs are connected to K5 via pull-down resistor arrays. You can use regular resistors too, if you can’t get hold of arrays. There are 10 pin arrays: one pin for ground and nine signals. I just bend the last pin up (not the one where the dot is!). IC2 is the memory — a serial EEPROM, type 24LC16B. There are other EEPROMs that could work; I just happened to have this one on hand. You’ll need at least a two Kbit EEPROM, to give us 256 bytes of storage.

Two pull-up resistors terminate the connection. IC3 is the well-known MAX232 to convert the TTL serial signals to RS-232. The programming is done through this connection at 9600 baud — good enough if you have to use a USB-to-serial interface. This IC is used in a standard configuration as (described in datasheets from Maxim). The serial RS-232 signals are routed to a nine-pin SUB-D female connector.

Pin D6 and D7 on the PIC generate the clock and data signals for the PC. A relay driven by pin D5 switches the signals over to the PIC if an input changes its state and sends the data. After finishing the data transfer to the PC, the relay turns off again and reconnects the regular keyboard with the PC. K3 is connected to the PC end and K4 to...
the keyboard end of the extension cable. This is just a regular keyboard extension cable I bought from a surplus store, cut in half, rung out the colors attached to the connectors, and then attached the CLK, data, and ground wire to the connector. All the other wires are reconnected with heat shrink tubing fixed. Figure 3 shows the pinout of the keyboard connector.

The PIC is running on a 20 MHz ceramic resonator to keep the timing right for the communication via the keyboard to the PC.

If the jumper JP1 with the attached pull-down resistor is closed, the PIC goes into the configuration mode. Without the jumper, the board scans the inputs and sends out the codes, depending on the programming. If the jumper is set, the PIC is waiting for the serial communication on the SUB-D connector. The VB6 software on the PC handles the communication and makes it possible to upload or download the setup.

There are two setups stored in the EEPROM. The jumper JP2 selects either one. The EEPROM is capable of storing more setups but I ran out of I/O pins on the PIC.

Most keystrokes send out one or two bytes for each push of a button, plus a two or three byte code for the release of a button. There are a few keys that have more bytes of code to send, but I didn’t prepare the software for those. You can check the Source box for more information.

Software Stuff

The code for example “A” is 1Chex; releasing the key generates the code F0Hex 1Chex. The code for example “Pg Up” is E0 7AHex; releasing the key generates the code E0 F0 7AHex.

To simplify the software, I set up each keystroke with five bytes. The push codes and the release codes are independent. The PIC scans the inputs and gets the code from the EEPROM. If there are more than three bytes not equal to ‘00,’ then it is a two byte push and three byte release code. Otherwise, it is a one byte push and two byte release code. Five bytes for each input ends up with 120 bytes of memory.

I wrote a simple VB6 software interface (Figure 4). On the right hand side, you have to select the correct COM port. If you use a USB-to-serial converter, the COM number might be higher than the usual 1 or 2. For example, my USB converter is set up as COM3. All found COM ports are enabled.

The following file system helps to navigate through the files for the setup to be loaded into the PIC. I used the extension *.dat for the data file. The save and load buttons are for saving a file (you can change the name), or loading the file and showing the setup on the left side of the screen. Those data are being loaded into the PIC.

The “Receive from Interface” button on the top loads the data from the PIC onto the right side of the screen. This makes it easier to do changes. The “Send to
Interface” button sends the information on the left hand side of the screen to the PIC. The “Monitor” button opens a banner to monitor the data transfer — just in case.

**Board Assembly**

The assembly of the circuit board is very straightforward. Start with the four blank wires, followed by resistors and diodes. I used only 4.7 KΩ (yellow, violet, red) and 10 KΩ (brown, black, orange). The resistor array comes next with the dot facing away from the relay. Pin 10 of the resistor array needs to be bent up or cut off. The jumpers and the ceramic resonator are soldered in place next with the IC sockets. There are two 100 nF caps and the electrolyte capacitors around the MAX232 and the EEPROM to install. The voltage regulator (7805), the nine-pin SUB-D connector, the two electrolyte capacitors, and the relay finishing the board come next. Make sure the diodes and the electrolyte capacitors are facing the right way. I used screw terminals for my board; you can use what is best suited for your application. The spacing between the terminals is 5 mm.

Ring out the correct colors for Data (Dta), Clock (Clk), and 0V of the keyboard extension cable and connect the female side to terminals K4 and the male side to K3. Don’t forget to reconnect the other wires and isolate them.

Check the board for short circuits, bad solder spots, etc. Apply power to the board and check the current (should be a few mA). Turn the power off and insert the integrated circuits. Turn power on and check the current load again.

Set jumper JP1 and connect the board to a PC with the interface software running on it. Open the data1.dat file and load it into the PIC. This is a test file; input 1 generates an “a,” input 2 a “b,” etc.

Remove the jumper and give a +5 volt signal to input 1 — you should be able to hear the relay click every time you connect any input to the +5 volts. Plug in the two ends of the keyboard extension cable with the board in between. Open Notepad and touch each input again with the +5 volts. The letters should show up.

In order to select the second setup, follow the same steps as above, but with JP2 in place.

**Time For Testing**

Next, test the circuit with Microsoft’s Flight Simulator 2000. If you enter the setup for the keyboard, check the settings. For example, the gear up/down. The keyboard key is “g.” Check the reference (Figure A) for the code; ‘34’ for push and ‘F0 34’ for the release of the button.
How I Built My Cockpit

Figure AA shows my prototype of a cockpit. I did a screenshot of the simulator screen, cropped out the bottom part, and printed it. This was my template for the switch arrangements. I used switches I found at a surplus store. The whole structure can be made from plywood or MDF. I used a kind of ridged cardboard and covered it with black vinyl. It just depends on how realistic you want your cockpit to be.

To keep the software as versatile as possible, I set some limitations. For example, I don’t have an auto-repeat. Sometimes it is not easy to create hardware, like a lever with a switch attached that generates just one pulse. If the switch is on the whole time, it will NOT cause more keystrokes to be sent. For the flight simulators, is it okay. For other games, the opposite is needed (like with a pinball machine.) If you hold the key on the keyboard down, the Flapper will stay extended.

$51 For 3
FREE Layout Software!
FREE Schematic Software!

01 DOWNLOAD our free CAD software
02 DESIGN your two or four layer PC board
03 SEND us your design with just a click
04 RECEIVE top quality boards in just days

expresspcb.com
The key for flaps up (in increments) is ‘F6’ and F7 for down (in increments). The respective code is therefore: ‘0B’ for push and ‘F0 0B’ for release (F6). Enter those data into the fields for the inputs and download it to the PIC. Don’t forget to save the data!

There is one limit at this time: If you have to send a ‘Ctrl + A’ or a combination of SHIFT or ALT codes, this will not work (not yet!). Generally, it is possible to change the setup within the simulation to accommodate this problem. Happy flying!

EARN MORE MONEY!

Be an FCC Licensed Wireless Technician!

Make $100,000 a year with NO college degree

Get your “FCC Commercial Radiotelephone License” with our proven Home-Study Course!

- No need to quit your job or go to school.
- This course is easy, fast and low cost.
- No previous experience needed!
- Learn at home in your spare time!

Move to the front of the employment line in Radio-TV, Communications, Avionics, Radar, Maritime and more... even start your own business!

Call now for FREE info:
1-800-932-4268 ext. 209
Or, email us:
fcc@CommandProductions.com

Sources

Here’s a couple layouts for the keyboard codes:
www.beyondlogic.org/keyboard/scancode.gif
www.beyondlogic.org/keyboard/scanod1.gif

Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>16F877 with software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>24LC16B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>MAX232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR1</td>
<td>L7805 CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1N4148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>1N4001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Ceramic resonator 20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>100 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>10 µF/25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>10 µF/25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>10 µF/25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>10 µF/25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>10 µF/25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>10 µF/25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>100 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>100 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>4.7 KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4, R5</td>
<td>10 KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rn1, Rn2, Rn3</td>
<td>10x4.7 KΩ array (or eight single resistors 4.7 KΩ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rel 1</td>
<td>Relay R40-1102-5 (NTE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One 40-pin socket
One 16-pin socket
One eight-pin socket
One nine-pin SUB-D female
Two triple terminals (three connections)
14 double terminals (two connections)
One keyboard extension cable
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I know what you’re thinking, this is cool, but do I need to learn a whole new set of tools to get started? Not at all! If you have been following the Nuts & Volts articles on embedded C programming and the PICKIT2, then a lot of what you’ve learned for those eight-bit developments extends very neatly into the 16-bit world.

Overview of the Experimenter

The Experimenter was born out of the need to use 16-bit machines, yet still stay in a solderless breadboard environment. For us hobbyists, solderless breadboarding is a great way to prototype and test ideas. Basically, you have fun without a lot of assembly. However, when I first started to breadboard 16-bit designs, I found myself adding a lot of I/O in the form of display, pushbuttons, and other supporting ICs. In the end, a significant part of the larger solderless breadboard reality was already occupied before I could even get started. The 16-bit Experimenter helped me get around all that. It is a complete microcontroller with user interface that plugs into the solderless breadboard. With the Experimenter, you not only have an LCD display, pushbuttons, and long term storage EEPROM, but also the Microchip ICSP interface for program and debug support on board (see Figure 2).

The Experimenter has its own regulated power source: and on/off switch that supplies power to the module from either a DC power source or wall transformer. This power source can also feed other solderless breadboard components. Finally, the Experimenter supports an I/O expansion bus that allows you to easily hook it up with other components you may need as part of your experiment. In short, the Experimenter captures all the basic support needs for using 16-bit microcontrollers on solderless breadboards.

The centerpiece is the PIC24F microcontroller. The

Ready to move on from eight-bit to 16-bit microcontrollers? Well, you’re in luck! In this and upcoming articles, we will be introducing you to a new solderless breadboard based on 16-bit technology — “the 16-bit Micro Experimenter” (or “Experimenter” for short). The Experimenter will be offered as a kit from Nuts & Volts. It comes with a CD-ROM that contains details on assembly, operation, as well as an assortment of ready-made applications. New applications will be posted at www.KibaCorp.com for free download. In this article, we will introduce you to the Experimenter, show some quick experiments that can be done “right-out-of-box,” and show a really neat Christmas application that you can build for the holidays.
PIC24F is the lowest cost, 16 MIPS (million instructions per second) microcontroller available from Microchip. Companion to the PIC24F is a 32 KB serial EEPROM (25LC256) that allows for flexible non-volatile storage as required during program operation to store those necessary items for some applications like calibration data, password, or even miniature web page content.

The Experimenter is also equipped with a clock crystal to insure accurate time keeping with the PIC24F internal Real Time Clock Calendar peripheral (RTCC).

The PIC24F is a +3.3V part, as well as all the other components on the Experimenter. However, all inputs on the I/O expansion bus are +5V tolerant, and all the digital only I/O expansion bus outputs can be configured to be open drain (open ended CMOS outputs), as well. These outputs can be tied to external pullup resistors to +5V to achieve +5 volt levels. The whole scheme allows for easy transitions when interfacing with +5V logic families.

The Experimenter assembly is 4.25” x 3.3” and is recommended for use with larger solderless breadboard (3260 contact). Take a look at the **schematic** for the Experimenter.

---

### PART DESCRIPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Manufacturer/Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>2.2 µF Mouser 647-UVZ1H2R2MDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>.1 µF Mouser 581-AR211C104K4R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>.1 µF Mouser 581-AR211C104K4R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>1 µF Mouser 581-AR211C104K4R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>10 µF Mouser 647-UVZ1J001MDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>33 pF Mouser 80-C315C330J1G5CA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>33 pF Mouser 80-C315C330J1G5CA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>100 µF Mouser 647-UVZ1C101MDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>10 µF Mouser 647-UVZ1J001MDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>All Electronics IN4001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>All Electronics GREEN LED MLED-2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>Jameco six-pin 100 header right angle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>SparkFun DC power connector</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>10-pin.100 header</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JX1</td>
<td>Two-pin100 header raw power out</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JX2</td>
<td>Two-pin100 header anchor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JX3</td>
<td>Jameco two-pin100 header anchor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JX4</td>
<td>Two-pin100 header raw power out</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>1K Mouser 299-1K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>1K Mouser 299-1K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>1K Mouser 299-1K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>1K Mouser 299-1K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>100K Mouser 299-100K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>100K Mouser 299-100K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>100K Mouser 299-100K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>100K Mouser 299-100K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>100K Mouser 299-100K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>10K Mouser 299-10K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>330 Mouser 299-330-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>10K Mouser 299-10K-RC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>All Electronics Min tactile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>All Electronics Min tactile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>All Electronics Min tactile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>All Electronics Min tactile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>All Electronics Min tactile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**JX2** Two-pin100 header anchor  
**JX3** Jameco two-pin100 header anchor  
**R1** 1K Mouser 299-1K-RC  
**R2** 1K Mouser 299-1K-RC  
**R3** 1K Mouser 299-1K-RC  
**R4** 1K Mouser 299-1K-RC  
**R5** 100K Mouser 299-100K-RC  
**R6** 100K Mouser 299-100K-RC  
**R7** 100K Mouser 299-100K-RC  
**R8** 100K Mouser 299-100K-RC  
**R9** 100K Mouser 299-100K-RC  
**R10** 10K Mouser 299-10K-RC  
**R11** 330 Mouser 299-330-RC  
**R12** 10K Mouser 299-10K-RC  
**S1** All Electronics Min tactile  
**S2** All Electronics Min tactile  
**S3** All Electronics Min tactile  
**S4** All Electronics Min tactile  
**S5** All Electronics Min tactile  

---

**SW5** Mouser Slide SW 506-MMS12  
**U1** Microchip Direct PIC24F64GA002  
**U2** Mouser Display EA DOGM162L-A  
**U3** SparkFun LD33V COM-00526  
**U4** Microchip Direct 25LC256P  
**X1** Jameco CY32.76  
**M1** Jameco DIP socket 28-pin 0.3”  
**M2** Jameco DIP socket eight-pin  
**EXp16 Board**  
**RGB LED**  
**Ethernet Module SparkFun Ethernet Interface Board ENC28J60 sku: BOB-00765  
**www.kibalocorp.com**  
**www.sparkfun.com**  
**www.mouser.com**  
**www.allelectronics.com**  
**www.jameco.com**  
**www.sparkfun.com**

---

Development Tools

The development tool set to use is Microchip’s inexpensive Integrated Development Environment (MPLAB), the free student edition of their PIC24 C compiler, and the PICKIT 2 debugger and programmer kit. The links are:

- Free Microchip’s MPLAB
  www.microchip.com/stellent/idcplg?IdcService=SS_GET_PAGE&nodeId=1406&dDocName=en019469&part=SW007002
- Free Microchip evaluation version C compiler.

The PICKIT2 kit is available from Nuts & Volts website.

I/O Expansion Bus

The Experimenter I/O bus is used to connect your breadboard hardware to the Experimenter module. There are a total of 10 pins available. Each pin is programmable and allows access to any of the internal peripherals with the PIC24F. More on this later.

The Experimenter in Operation

The Experimenter comes with a series of preprogrammed demos. The Experimenter introduces itself and its capabilities through a series of Flash screens on the LCD. There are a total of 11 screens; each lasts about four seconds, with the entire sequence continuously repeating itself. This is actually a good indication that the unit is up and working just after your assembly.

By pressing the S1, S2, and S3 pushbuttons you can select one of the three built-in demos to explore the Experimenter. Keep in mind that to run some of these experiments, you’ll need to use some additional hardware. You can exit any demo and return to the flash displays any time by simply pressing S4.

Button S1 Demo: A Thermometer

This demo configures pin 1 of the I/O expansion bus to be an analog input and then continuously digitizes it using the PIC24F internal 10-bit ADC. The results are displayed in degrees Fahrenheit. You’ll need to connect an LM34Z sensor.

2.4 GHz Wireless Audio Modules

Uncompressed digital wireless audio comms for high quality stereo
44.1kHz digital sampling rate with 16 bit resolution
FSK digital modulation on 2.4GHz, +/- 100kHz stability
Embedded antenna with diversity receiver antenna
8 selectable channels with 9MHz channel spacing
3.6Vdc to 5Vdc operation, 93mA (typ): Transmitter
5Vdc operation, 65mA (typ): Receiver
Transmitter dimensions: 1.8” x 0.25”
Receiver dimensions: 1.26” x 1.74”

www.abacomdirect.com
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Use a raw input of +5 VDC to power the sensor. This can be done simply by applying power to the board through the RAW + and - inputs rather than using a wall transformer.

**Button S2 Demo: An RGB Color Generator**

This demo configures I/O expansion bus pins 7, 8, and 10 to be independent pulse generators (using the PIC24F output compare modules) to separately PWM each of the three RGB LEDs (red, green, and blue). Each PWM output has a setting from 0-255 which can be set via the LCD and pushbuttons so that you can get 255 x 255 x 255 or 16M different colors under this arrangement. You need to connect an RGB LED as indicated, using 470 ohm resistors in series with each LED anode and a common cathode to ground. I got my RGB LEDs from SparkFun. To exit and go back to the flash screens, simply press S4.

**Button S3 Demo: A Clock Calendar**

This demo enters a mode where pushbuttons assume clock setting and control operations for an internal 100 year, real time clock calendar with an alarm. User options are:

- change mode from clock display to clock setting and enter clock changes; stay in clock mode to simply display clock; or exit clock mode back to flash screens.

Designated button functions are as follows:

- **Button S1:** Toggle between clock run mode and clock setting mode.
- **Button S2:** If in clock setting mode, increment current data field.
- **Button S3:** If in clock setting mode, decrement current data field.
- **Button S4:** Advance to next allowable data field if in clock setting mode or if pressed in clock run mode, exit to flash screens.

**A Holiday Application**

To round things off, we put together a holiday light and sound application using the Experimenter. It powers up wishing you a “Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year” on the LCD screen while randomly flashing eight LEDs connected to the I/O expansion port (see Figure 6). I used a variety of colored LEDs to make it more interesting and changed the series resistor associated with a particular LED as needed to make it brighter (anything from 1K to 330 ohms). I then hooked up a +3.3V piezo beeper (All Electronics #SBZ-203) to I/O bus expansion pin 10 and configured that pin as a PIC24F PWM generator for sound. When the user depresses SW1, the Experimenter plays a stanza of Jingle Bells while showing lyrics on the LCD. When finished it returns to the “Merry Christmas” display.

**Programming the Experimenter Holiday Application**

The Demo application code for this project is downloadable from the Nuts & Volts website [www.nutsvolts.com](http://www.nutsvolts.com). Make sure to install all the tools beforehand. Please download, unzip, and place the project folder “Christmas” and put these in a convenient location on your computer. Now connect the PICKIT2 to the USB on your computer and the other end to the ICSP on the Experimenter. Switch on power to the Experimenter. Open the folder containing the application code and double-click the project file Christmas.mcp. You should see the MPLAB GUI with the demo project directory visible; C code for the Main function open; and the output window should display the PICKIT2 ready, PIC24FJ64GA002 found, and show that target power is applied.

On the IDE toolbar, click the Build button, and watch the IDE and PIC24 C Compiler compile the program. The output window should indicate no compile error. Use the Program option pull-down list and select “program”. The PICKIT2 will then actively program the PIC24F Flash on your breadboard through the ICSP. At the completion of this, your Experimenter should automatically come up with the Christmas Application. You can now either remove the PICKIT2 from the ICSP or leave it connected. The Experimenter will now work independently on each power-up cycle.

**Where Do We Go From Here?**

Congratulations! We now have a 16-bit Micro Experimenter. We have essentially completed a development system. Upcoming articles will lead us through other fun applications. Happy Holidays and Happy 16-bit solderless breadboarding! NV

---

**It writes your USB Code!**

**NEW!** HIDmaker FS for Full Speed FLASH PIC18F4550

Creates complete PC and Peripheral programs that talk to each other over USB. Ready to compile and run!

- Large data Reports
- 64,000 bytes/sec per Interface
- Easily creates devices with multiple Interfaces, even multiple Identities!
- Automatically does MULTITASKING
- Makes standard or special USB HID devices

**NEW!** “Developers Guide for USB HID Peripherals” shows you how to make devices for special requirements.

Both PC and Peripheral programs *understand your data items* (even odd sized ones), and give you convenient variables to handle them.

**PIC18F Compilers:** PICBASIC Pro, MPASM, C18, Hi-Tech C.

**PIC16C Compilers:** PICBASIC Pro, MPASM, Hi-Tech C, CCS C.

**PC Compilers:** Delphi, C++ Builder, Visual Basic 6.

HIDmaker FS Combo: Only $599.95

---

**AnyVolt 3**

All your voltage questions!


...brings your electronics together

899 Moe Dr. #21, Akron, OH 44310  330-634-1436

www.dimensionengineering.com/AnyVolt3.htm

---

A full parts kit with PCB and pre-programmed PIC24F with demo is available through the Nuts & Volts webstore at [https://store.nutsvolta.com](https://store.nutsvolta.com).
Last time, I showed you how to build a Double Wide Sun Tracker, but I didn’t have room to go into a lot of the important details surrounding its operation and how to do more interesting experiments with it. That’s what this month’s article is all about. In it, I’ll show you how to optimize the Sun Tracker by fine-tuning the mechanical, electrical, and firmware elements that can make for better, more customized operation. Plus, I’ll show you how to do more advanced data logging with it. All in all, you should be able to take what you’ve learned from these five articles on solar energy and have a better understanding of how we can gather more of the sun’s energy through photovoltaic solar panels along with sun trackers.

Sun Tracker Optimization Techniques

The Sun Tracker’s operation can be optimized in three basic ways:

- Mechanically
- Electrically
- Programmatically

Rather than speak in general terms about how to best set up and use the Sun Tracker, the bulk of this article will address the details surrounding these topics. Let’s start with a simple mechanical adjustment and go from there.

Achieving Good Balance

An important mechanical consideration is properly balancing the cantilevered solar panels with counter weights. Because our particular solar panels have threaded screw terminals for attaching wires, this added weight — however small — must be compensated for by angling the counter weight bracket properly. Figure 1 shows the general angle for obtaining the correct balance which is pointing down. You can experiment with adjusting the counter weights by first removing the threaded rod from the mounting bracket and disconnecting any wires going to the test bed. Be sure to keep the wires attached to the screw terminals.

While holding the opposite ends of the threaded rod in each hand, give the panels a gentle spin. If the panels spin smoothly over and over without any wobble and come to rest at any angle, they are balanced. However, if they wobble, always come to rest at the same orientation, and seem like they take a lot of force to rotate, move the counter balance weights “slightly” one way or the other until a good balance is achieved. Then, replace the threaded rod assembly with the solar panels on the mounting bracket and reattach the wires to the test bed. Proper balance will keep the motor’s East-West movements in line with good tracking.

Adding a Load to the Solar Panels

One important feature of the Sun Tracker’s electrical design is the ability to add a load to the solar panels without the geared motor interfering with periodic current and voltage drains when activated. The geared motor is driven by the 1.2 volt NiMH battery through the H-bridge circuit, and it has its own one ohm sense resistor to measure its current when activated (Figure 2).

A separate one ohm sense resistor is also provided to measure current into the load from the solar panels so that you can make voltage, current, and power measurements for...
experimental purposes without any electrical distractions from the motor. Since the solar panels can be wired in any number of series and parallel configurations, there are multiple ways in which you can conduct your experiments.

To assist you in your experimental efforts, refer to www.learnonline.com → Experimenter Kits → BS2 or 28X2 → Solar Panels in Series and Parallel. This will show you how to best configure solar panels in series and parallel, and the addition of the sun tracking feature should make these experiments even more interesting.

**Effectively Tracking the Sun**

The voltage output of the solar panels themselves — regardless of how they are wired or loaded — can be used to sense and maintain adequate sun tracking; we don’t need a special light sensor. There is, however, one way to improve the tracking ability by adding a hood around the solar panels to better channel the light. This will help to detect the sun’s position by creating steep “channels” to focus the light onto the panels. This will help in tracking as well as evenly generating more reflected light on the panels themselves (see the sidebar on Simulating Cloud Reflections). By designing a hood that uses highly reflective materials (like “smooth, reflective” aluminum foil), your chances for improving the tracking and light gathering ability improve dramatically.

I designed the Sun Tracker to work both indoors and outdoors — outdoors being best, of course. The Parallax BS2 on the BOE and Homework boards can be powered by a nine-volt battery, so working outside without AC power is certainly doable. The PICAXE setup is a different situation since it gets its working voltage from the USB connection to a computer. So, maybe a laptop is in order for this setup. Either way, the idea is to be clear of obstructions so that continuous sun tracking and data logging can take place in a natural setting.

**Firmware Adjustments**

In designing the firmware, I purposely used a number of constants that can be adjusted to configure your Sun Tracker in ways to suit your individual requirements. Some of the constants are independent while others are interdependent on other constants, especially those that involve timing. To get a feel for how these constants work, refer to the Sun Tracker code at www.learnonline.com → Experimenter Kits → BS2 → Parallax_Sun_Tracker_Exp.bs2 or www.learnonline.com → Experimenter Kits → 28X2 → Picaxe_Sun_Tracker.bas. Use the code as a reference for the following discussions.

**Adjusting the Battery Charging Constants**

There are three constants that affect the “On Demand” battery charging part of the firmware:

- fullChargeVolts
- fullDischargeVolts
- minEnergy

The fullChargeVolts constant defines the voltage (in millivolts) where the battery is at an acceptable level just after charging. Right now, this value is set at 1.2 volts or 1,200 millivolts, but you can change it to anything you like within reason. Remember that our NiMH battery operates at 1.2 volts (or slightly higher), so this is why I chose this value. The equivalent constant, fullDischargeVolts, is the level at which the battery requires charging. I have this set at 900 millivolts since our H-bridge circuit needs at least the full 1.2 volt voltage of the battery to operate; I chose this voltage to be high enough to begin recharging shortly after the battery voltage begins its rapid decline during the beginning of its discharge cycle, but well enough below the

---

Figure 3 – Parallax BS2 Firmware Main Loop.
fullChargeVolts so as not to cause undo toggling between charging and discharging (more about the H-bridge circuit coming up).

The other battery charging constant is called minEnergy. This is the accumulation of current — measured on a one minute basis — that is necessary to adequately charge the battery to a prescribed level. I have this set at 1/20 C for my 2,450 mAh batter; it should be adjusted to your particular battery’s capacity for best results. Refer to Part 3 for details on how to compute this value and what it means.

**Timing is Everything...**

And so it is for our Sun Tracking firmware — as in adjusting the time through the Main Loop which is currently set at one second. All the major firmware subroutines — sun tracking, battery charging, data logging, and data output to the computer — are based around this one second Main Loop timing. Activities within these primary subroutines contribute to most of the one second time delay. However, I put a PAUSE statement at the top of the Main Loop to adjust the total time to about a second (Figure 3).

You can change this PAUSE value to fine-tune the speed through the Main Loop, but you will be affecting all the other time-related functions as well, so be careful with what you do. Just adjust it to make the one second transition through the Main Loop as accurate as possible considering all the time used for flashing the LED, averaging voltages, and transmitting data along with the other firmware delays. Being close to a second is good enough in this case.

If you experience hesitant delays through the Main Loop timing, it’s probably due to the Get_Average_Voltages routine. In it, the firmware averages the solar panels and battery voltages along with the voltage drops across individual one ohm sense resistors for each of these two voltage sources. The firmware routine requires that the voltage drop across the one ohm sense resistors always be less than the solar panel or battery voltage.

From time to time — because of sampling and voltage averaging variations in this subroutine — this required voltage condition may not always occur. When this happens, the code loops back to take another set of voltage samples until the one ohm voltage drops are less than the source voltages they’re attached to. This is what adds to the time through the Main Loop. You can see this “hiccup” if you are data logging and see the LED flash rate interrupted from time to time. It’s nothing to be concerned about; just be aware of why it’s happening.

**H-Bridge Operation**

The H-bridge circuit controls the geared motor operation that moves the solar panels. Due to lack of space, I didn’t have a chance to tell you how it works last time, but since it’s an integral part of the Sun Tracker circuitry I’ll do it now. The H-bridge circuitry consists of four NPN transistors and four 470 ohm base resistors that, together, control the back and forth motion of the motor (Figure 4). It works like this: The firmware uses four microcontroller ports with the following labels to control the ON-OFF states of the four NPN transistors:

- hBridgeEastHiBase controls Q2
- hBridgeEastLoBase controls Q3
- hBridgeWestHiBase controls Q4
- hBridgeWestLoBase controls Q5

In order for the H-bridge to work, two of the transistors must be turned ON and the other two turned OFF. This condition directs current from the battery through the two ON transistors and through the motor in order for it to move in one of two directions. For example, to move the motor East, transistors Q2 and Q5...
are turned ON while Q3 and Q4 remain OFF. This allows current to flow from the battery through Q2, through the motor, and then through Q5 to ground. This is done by the micro setting the transistor base controls as follows:

- hBridgeEastHiBase Q2 - High (1)
- hBridgeEastLoBase Q3 - Low (0)
- hBridgeWestHiBase Q4 - Low (0)
- hBridgeWestLoBase Q5 - High (1)

To move the motor West, we simply reverse the direction of current flow by turning Q3 and Q4 ON while keeping Q2 and Q5 OFF as follows:

- hBridgeEastHiBase Q2 - Low (0)
- hBridgeEastLoBase Q3 - High (1)
- hBridgeWestHiBase Q4 - High (1)
- hBridgeWestLoBase Q5 - Low (0)

To halt the motion of the motor, all transistors are turned OFF (logical 0 on the base resistors). Each transistor drops about 0.6 volts when ON (1.2 volts total with two transistors ON with current flowing through the motor), so you can see that our motor hardly needs any voltage to rotate given that the battery voltage is nominally 1.2 volts, as well. That’s why I chose this particular motor for its low voltage/low current capabilities along with the integrated gearing that allows it to move our relatively heavy panels (see the sidebar on the internal view of the geared motor).

If you don’t see how the H-bridge works at first, look at Figure 4 again and it will begin to make sense. It took me a couple of mental tries the first time I came across this circuit, so if you’re new to this design give it another look. You can use it with modifications like substituting MOSFETs to replace the regular transistors in high-current, high-voltage motor controller designs. So, it’s worth understanding.

**Using PWM to Move the Motor**

If I simply kept the transistors in their ON states all the way through the Main Loop until the solar panel’s voltage was retested a second later, the motor would spin too fast twisting the solar panel’s wires around the threaded rod in the process. To slow it down, I “pulse” the motor in a modified PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) fashion. The firmware variable motorOn controls the duration of the motor’s ON time so that it’s only allowed to move incrementally East or West (Figure 5). You are free to change the motorOn time duration; however, too little time may not be enough to overcome the starting inertia of the mechanical solar panel load to get it moving. Too much time may move the solar panels too far, so experiment with it to see how it works; then decide on a reasonable value to move the
A geared motor uses two pinion gears and two spur gears to reduce the speed of the DC motor and provide additional mechanical advantage through the output shaft for moving the solar panels.

The photo shows the inner workings of this mechanism.

A heliostat is really a set of curved mirrors that are focused by individual tracking mechanisms to a central point in order to generate concentrated heat at that point. Constant and precise sun tracking is necessary to keep the mirrors aimed at their target. The image at the left shows a heliostat “farm” that concentrates the sun’s heat on a central tower where molten “salt” is circulated to heat water to create steam in order to produce electricity by conventional steam generators. The salt doesn’t lose its heat during the night hours which allows the installation to generate electricity 24 hours a day. Images courtesy of Wikipedia.

**Geared Motor**

A geared motor uses two pinion gears and two spur gears to reduce the speed of the DC motor and provide additional mechanical advantage through the output shaft for moving the solar panels. The photo shows the inner workings of this mechanism.

**Advanced Data Logging**

Now that we’ve given the Sun Tracker a good tune-up, it’s time to address how to best use it effectively. By this, I mean applying the data logging features built into the REEL Power software program. In addition to the data logging capability built into the Sun Tracker firmware, the REEL Power software can also be used to archive the day-long logged data from the micro to a text file that can then be ported to a spreadsheet program like Excel in order to plot and compare logged data from different days of experimentation.

Here’s how it works. The REEL Power software has three data logging controls located at the bottom of the screen (Figure 6). Data logging with the software is defined as capturing each four-byte voltage and current data packet sent by the BS2 or 28X2 and saving it in a text file. In doing so, the data packet is “time tagged” with the current date and time (NOT the date and time when the data was actually recorded, but the current date and time when the data packet is received by the computer from the BS2 or 28X2). From the received solar panel voltage and current data, the REEL Power software also computes the power and load resistance values, and the result is a data record that looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/07/09</td>
<td>10:53:08.62</td>
<td>098.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Volts | Amps | Watts
02.567 | 00.026 | 00.067

Again, the REEL Power software does this for each data packet that it receives. To start data logging with the REEL Power software, click (once) on the left-most icon (the one with the floppy disk). This starts the recording process. Clicking on this icon again will stop the recording. So remember, click once to start and once to stop data logging (like a push-on, push-off switch). The icon will change from dark to a lighter shade when data logging is activated.

You can view the accumulated logged data by clicking on the middle icon (the one with the eye). A screen similar to Figure 7 will pop up to show what’s been recorded so far. Repeated clicking on this icon will bring up more accumulated data. However, each time a new instance is generated the task bar at the bottom of the computer screen will begin to fill up, so be prudent in your clicking. Finally, you can erase all the currently logged data by clicking on the right-most icon (the one with the eraser). This clears all the currently accumulated logged data, but it doesn’t stop the data logging process by itself; it only clears the logged data thus far. To clear the logged data completely and stop the data logging, you must click the left-most icon to halt the logging process first. Then, click the erase icon to clear everything once and for all. The best thing to do is experiment with these icons to get familiar with them using any sort of Sun Tracker data coming into the software. Then you’ll be ready for our next exercise.

**Transferring Logged Data from the Sun Tracker to the REEL Power Software**

When you have logged some

**Dual-Axis Trackers**

Our Sun Tracker is a single-axis type meaning it moves only East and West, and doesn’t have any automatic adjustments for moving up and down to follow the seasonal altitude changes of the sun. Dual-axis trackers—meaning vertical (altitude) and horizontal (azimuth) movement combined—can and are used for flat PV panels. However, their main applications these days are in concentrator and heliostat systems where precise sun tracking on a year-round basis is a must.

A concentrator system accurately focuses the sun on small PV modules using Fresnel lenses or a parabolic dish. A primary advantage of this type of system is that less physical area is dedicated to flat solar panels. The drawback is the high cost of the dual-axis system tracking the dish and the necessary cooling required to maintain the PV modules at the optimum operating temperature.

A heliostat is really a set of curved mirrors that are focused by individual tracking mechanisms to a central point in order to generate concentrated heat at that point. Constant and precise sun tracking is necessary to keep the mirrors aimed at their target. The image at the left shows a heliostat “farm” that concentrates the sun’s heat on a central tower where molten “salt” is circulated to heat water to create steam in order to produce electricity by conventional steam generators. The salt doesn’t lose its heat during the night hours which allows the installation to generate electricity 24 hours a day. Images courtesy of Wikipedia.
data with the Sun Tracker, the best way to transfer it into the REEL Power software is to first start at the beginning of the logged data sequence. You can do this by depressing the reset button on the BOE or Homework board, or by cycling power on either the Parallax or PICAXE setup. At the same time, click the data log icon; this starts a new file recording sequence. The data packets from the Sun Tracker are now being saved to a text file on your PC at the same time they appear on the computer monitor.

When you want to stop gathering data from the Sun Tracker, click on the data log icon again; this stops the REEL Power software from logging any more incoming data packets. The logged data is now in a text file with the label “RE Experimenter Kit Log.txt”. You can find this file on your hard disk under the Documents → REEL Power folder. Rename the file to something like SunTracker001.txt since the RE Experimenter Kit Log.txt file will be overwritten by future REEL Power software data logging actions.

Transferring the Renamed Data Log Text File to Excel

Once the data is in the renamed text file, transferring it to Excel is the next step towards graphing it and comparing data from previous sessions to the new data. The procedures to do this are a bit too involved to be covered here, so you can find them at www.learnonline.com → Experimenter Kits → BS2 or 28X2 → Experiments with the Sun Tracker. You can view an example of what can be done in Figure 8. The point of this exercise is to learn to use the Excel spreadsheet program in a new way for this application and, also, to create a means to use the Sun Tracker’s data logging feature over many days, weeks, and months for long-term experimentation and data comparison.

Summary

This time, you learned the details of how the Sun Tracker works and how to expand its data logging capabilities. You should now be able to use the Sun Tracker in ways that will enhance your understanding of solar panel theory and technology.

With this article, we leave solar for a while and resume our study of alternative energy with my first article on wind generated power. Next time, we’ll build a three-Phase AC Wind Turbine and interface it to the BS2 and 28X2 processors to measure voltage, current, power, and RPM. I’ll also go into some wind turbine theory to help you understand how things work.

Like the Sun Tracker, the three-Phase AC Wind Turbine is an equally neat project that should teach you a great deal about wind turbine design and technology. So, until next time, conserve energy and “stay green.”

Simulating Cloud Reflections

Clouds can both absorb sunlight, as well as reflect it. As seen in this NASA image, sunlight can bounce off the Earth’s surface, then reflect off the bottom of clouds back to Earth. If a solar panel is receiving sunlight, it can get an extra measure of it from the bounced light.

To simulate cloud reflections, use a regular sheet of white paper or a mirror, and put it near the solar panels while the sun is shining on them. Hold it so that it reflects a portion of the sunlight back onto the solar panels. Then notice the voltage reading which should show an increase. This is what cloud reflections can do to increase the power and energy outputs of the solar panels.

Pyranometer

A pyranometer is an instrument used to measure the broadband solar irradiance generally in watts per square meter from a field of view of 180 degrees. In effect, a pyranometer indicates how much of the sun’s energy is being deposited at the place where it’s mounted at any given time. Sunlight enters the clear hemisphere where it is detected by a highly calibrated light sensor. It looks like a flying saucer, and many commercial and educational solar installations use it to compare the output efficiencies of their PV systems to what the sun is actually delivering at any given moment. A general rule for the sun’s output is 1,000 watts per square meter at high noon on a clear day.
JK microsystems introduces their OmniEP controller which provides the user with a rich array of I/O devices, seamlessly supported by a pre-installed Linux 2.6 kernel. The controller comes furnished with 10/100 Ethernet, two serial ports, battery backed clock/calendar, USB, digital I/Os, and stereo audio outputs. Optional features include a 2x16 character LCD, pushbutton front panel, and rugged aluminum enclosure. The 200 MHz ARM9 processor handles complex multitasking operations efficiently. Onboard memory includes 16 Mbytes of Flash memory organized as a Ext2 file system and 32 Mbytes of SDRAM.

The Linux operating system also includes over 150 standard Linux/Unix system utilities including ftp, telnet, and vi. Also included in the development kit is a bootable Ubuntu CD-ROM preconfigured with development tools to support the OmniEP. Development kits with LCD, pushbutton front panel, and enclosure start at $299.

A new accessory available from Circuit Monkey is a breadboard for the Sun SPOT System. The Sun SPOT system is based on the open source version of a revision C board found at http://spot-breakout.dev.java.net. This board plugs into the Sun SPOT and all of the signals from the 20-pin SPOT connector are brought out to female headers. These are ready to connect to the mini breadboard in the center. Board dimensions are 6 cm x 6 cm (2-3/8 x 2-3/8 inch). There are easy to use probe hook pads at the perimeter.

For more information, contact: JK Microsystems
www.jkmicro.com

For more information, contact: Circuit Monkey
www.circuitmonkey.com

Embedded Device Servers

Low Cost V.92 Modems, Device Servers, Ethernet and WiFi—all in one form factor! USB to RS-232 DB9 adapters!

- V.92 - 56KB Data Rates
- 1.2 - V.44bis, 32KB
- Global Compatibility— EIA/TIA 561/563 and ITU-T G.99.2
- Auto DCE 
- Auto Data Rate 
- Auto Flow Control 
- Auto Carrier Detect 
- Auto Answering on Ring 
- USB to RS-232 DB9 adapters 
- Easy to use 
- Simple interface 
- Full duplex operation

www.copelandcommunications.com

4 Year Factory Warranty

www.logicaldevices.com/nv.htm
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Direct Factory Sale: $195.00
Universal 48 Pin Programmer
Popular Model Chipmaster 6000*
*refurbished Win 98
30A PWM DC Motor Speed Control
Control the speed of your electric motors or the brightness of your DC light bulbs.

$24.95

ActiveWire® USB
Simple USB Interface!

• Works with MacOps II, Win95/98/NT/ME/XP
  Freeware and Linux!
• 24MHz CPU core with USB
• Firmware downloadable via USB
• 16 bit parallel input/output
• 8x web site for add-on boards
• All drivers, manuals, demos are on our
  web site for immediate downloads!

ActiveWire, Inc.
www.activewireinc.com
ph +1.650.465.4300  fax +1.209.361.5060

BOB basic overlay board
Display text and graphics from your microcontroller on standard
TV monitors with BOB-4H.

Decade Engineering
Ph: 503-743-3194  www.decadenet.com

**NEW! Orangutan SVP-324 Robot Controller**

The Orangutan SVP-324 lets you program your robot in C/C++ with free AVR development software. Use Pololu's AVR C/C++ library to easily make your *motors* go, *servos* turn, *LCD* print, and *buzzer* play — the Orangutan has all of these hardware features (and more) built right in!

**Pololu Item**

#1325 & #1326: $39.95 and $89.95

**Key Features:**

* Wide input voltage range—5−13.5 V.
* C/C++-programmable microcontroller—User-programmable Atmel ATMega324PA AVR running at 20 MHz (32 KB flash, 2 KB SDRAM, 1024 bytes EEPROM).
* Built-in USB AVR ISP programmer (USB A to mini-B cable included).
* Two bidirectional motor ports—2 A continuous/6 A maximum per channel.
* 8 *servo* ports—Use Pololu's AVR C/C++ library to easily control up to 8 *servos*!
* 21 free I/O lines—Up to 12 can be analog inputs, optional dual quadrature encoder inputs, two hardware UARTs.
* Removable *LCD*—16-character × 2-line, with backlight.
* Two step-down voltage regulators—Each capable of supplying 3 A.
* Other fun stuff—Buzzer, 3 user pushbuttons, 2 user LEDs, and more!

The Orangutan SVP-324 is available fully-assembled and as a kit.

**Learn more at www.pololu.com/svp or by calling 1-877-7-POLOLU.**
In this installment of Design Cycle, we’re going to do some HID programming beginning with the venerable Microchip PIC18F4550. Once we have the hang of HID programming with the eight-bit 4550, we’ll break this camp and pitch our HID tent on a 16-bit platform — the PIC24FJ256GB110. Meanwhile, you may be wondering why you want to do this.

**WHY HID??**

If you’re running one of today’s standard PC operating systems, HID class devices are always welcome as Bill’s Windows, Linus’s Linux, and Steve’s MAC animals natively support HID class devices. The key advantage of using USB HID class devices is that they don’t require the installation of a special device driver. The secondary advantage of a HID class device is that it is capable of bouncing bytes around at 64,000 bytes per second. This figure is derived from the way a HID class device transfers data. HID class devices use two data transfer methods: Interrupt and Control. The maximum interrupt transfer rate of a full speed HID class device is specified as 64 bytes per millisecond. By the way, *interrupt* in the USB HID sense is not the same stop-what-I’m-doing-and-service-the-interrupt process a microcontroller employs. A USB HID device queues Interrupt request data until it is polled by the host. Control transfers are reserved primarily for command and status operations.

The USB HID class is able to dodge specialized driver installations by clever and detailed implementation of descriptors. A descriptor is nothing more than a standardized numeric table that is used by the host PC to determine what the HID peripheral device is capable of and how to transfer the data between itself said device. Not only are the HID class data properties completely defined to the host PC, the HID class device is also described in detail to the host, as well. The USB specification and the HID descriptors insure that everything in a HID data transfer has already been defined on the host and peripheral sides of the USB equation. Since nothing HID is left to question, there is no need to support it with an additional operating system driver.

The data in a HID data transfer is packaged into what is called a Report. A Report is nothing more than a fancy name for a group of preformatted data bit fields. Data elements within the bit fields can range from one to 32 bits. HID Report elements are predefined and formatted in a Report Descriptor which gets transferred to the host PC during enumeration (yet another way HID class devices do an end around on specialized driver installation). In a HID environment, after the enumeration and configuration processes are complete there’s nothing the host doesn’t know about the data or the HID device.

So, it appears that if we can figure out how to assemble the HID descriptors correctly and accurately...

---

**FIND THE HID-DEN VIRTUES OF USB**

While we were extolling the virtues of USB as an RS-232 killer, we were totally ignoring one of USB’s greatest strengths: the HID class. HID is USB-ese for Human Interface Device and is generally associated with mice, joysticks, and keyboards. However, did you know that HID class devices can also be designed to carry and transfer data? Guys and gals like us tend to steer away from HID programming tasks that carry data as cargo as we are normally required to take on the task of writing both the microcontroller and PC-side applications. The folks at Trace Systems (particularly Dr. Bob) and the USB wizards at Microchip realize this and have been working very hard to ease our programming pain.
interpreting the USB services to us by the HID device class to transfer meaningful application data between a HID peripheral device and a host. There are many tools at our disposal to assist in successfully implementing a HID class data device and the associated PC program. We will put two of them to work for us. Trace Systems offers a commercial program called HIDmaker FS which we will use to produce descriptors and code templates for both the device and the PC. On the manufacturer’s side, Microchip provides a library of USB routines called the MCHPFSUSB Framework. This MCHPFSUSB Framework is part of their Applications Libraries, which are a free download from their website. The bottom line is that if the USB specification is followed, Dr. Bob’s USB and Microchip’s USB are the same USB, and will perform in an identical manner no matter whose descriptors we choose to stuff into our HID class device.

**GO WITH WHAT YOU KNOW**

Even today, the application-proven USB PIC18F4550 can be found on the front end of many a development board and USB-challenged microcontroller. You’ll also find eight-bit PIC’s performing the role of bootloader/debugger for more capable devices such as the 32-bit PIC32MX microcontrollers (check out my article on the Digilent Cerebot 32MX4 in the Dec ‘09 SERVO). However, our goal is to find some HIDden firmware treasure, not to design USB hardware. So, rather than design and build yet another PIC circuit, we’ll feed our HID device firmware to a known-good platform: the PICDEM FS USB Demo Board. The PICDEM under the camera in Photo 1 is a pure no-frills implementation. The PIC18F4550’s I/O pins are all terminated on dual-row 0.1 inch header pads which are coupled to their respective trio of on-board pushbutton switches and quartet of LEDs. The PICDEM board can be powered from the USB portal or via an external power source. A potentiometer connected to the PIC’s analog-to-digital converter, a TC77 temperature sensor, and a regulation RS-232 interface round out the demo board’s main features. Now that we have a solid HID-capable hardware suite under us, let’s turn our attention to the HID firmware.

The MCHPFSUSB Framework is actually a USB stack that conforms to the rules set forth in the USB 2.0 Specification. In the June ’09 installment of Design Cycle, we used this MCHPFSUSB Framework to generate an RS-232-to-USB converter with Microchip’s low pin count USB development kit. Before we’re done, we’ll use the MCHPFSUSB Framework to help us assemble a data-carrying HID application. The PIC18F4550 work will be relatively easy as the Framework includes a working PICDEM FS USB Demo Board HID demonstration application. While we’re on easy street, let’s drop in on Dr. Bob at Trace Systems and generate some HID code.

**DESCRIPTION OF A DESCRIPTOR**

After we’ve completed the five simple steps to create our HID code set, you’ll see that HIDmaker FS is just as much a USB teaching tool as it is a USB code generator. The descriptors that HIDmaker FS generates contain guidance, as well as USB-centric descriptor information.

The first HIDmaker step we take is to describe and specify a home for our project, just like I’ve done in Screenshot 1. I’ve used familiar names and descriptions so that we can easily pick them out in the descriptors. The Vendor ID (VID) and Product ID (PID) belong to Microchip. We can use them for prototype device use only and — like my naming convention — we can easily spot the PID/VID combination as we examine the descriptor content. The device description strings are optional. However, the string information we have provided will be included in the descriptor code.

Please turn your attention to Screenshot 2. Our simple HID peripheral device design will consist of a single USB-powered Configuration, which we will call Config_NV_1. Note the maximum current requested from the USB host is set for 20 mA. Our Config_NV_1 Configuration will support only one Interface: Interface 0. It’s identified as Config_NV_1 Interface0.

Interface 0 is associated with Endpoint EP1 In. In the world of USB, IN and OUT are always relative to the host. So, data coming from the HID peripheral device will originate at the peripheral’s EP1 In Endpoint. Endpoints are usually hardware buffers that support the movement of data between the host and the peripheral functions. Note that our EP1 In Endpoint is an Interrupt type. That means it can only respond with the data it contains if the host PC requests that it do so. Thus, the peripheral device function must attempt to always have fresh data ready for the host when it asks for it. That’s where the “interruption” is inferred. According to the Interval — mS setting — this HID device must be ready 10 mS following the last Interrupt transfer request.
The HID peripheral device can use the full functionality Endpoints EP1 and EP2. It’s important to remember that the INs and OUTs of USB are relative to the host device.

Screenshot 2 reinforces the fact that a HID class device uses Control and Interrupt methods to transfer data. The Control Endpoint EP0 is always present as it is the conduit in which initial communications is established between the USB host and the peripheral device. A look at the selectable IN Endpoints tells us that the peripheral device is not allowed to use the EP0 In Endpoint to transmit data.

The data to be handled by the Endpoint is set up in the portion of HIDmaker FS captured in Screenshot 3. The Input Data Type says that this data element can only flow from the peripheral to the host device. I’ve chosen to take the default Usage Info selection as we aren’t in need of identifying the data with a particular function or device. A Usage ID of 0x01 and a Usage Page of 0xFF00 map to Vendor Specific descriptions and that’s just fine for us at this point. I forced the default Logical MIN (0x00) and Logical MAX (0xFF) values of the data item by specifying the data as an eight-bit data element. I can guarantee that you’ll see `nv_data8` again in our generated HID code and in the application data transfer traces as the Report will contain a byte of data we have defined as `nv_data8`.

Screenshot 4 presents us with multiple compiler choices. Are you more comfortable with using Basic? Then you will want to select PICBASIC PRO. If you like the PIC-oriented macro approach to programming, choose CCS C. I’m planning on comparing the descriptors generated by HIDmaker FS with the PICDEM FS descriptors in the MCHPFSUSB Framework. So, I’ve clicked on Microchip C18. I would normally take Visual Basic 6 as my Windows programming language. However, lately I’ve been doing my Windows application programming using Visual C++, which is a component of Visual Studio 2008 Standard.

Once you’ve made your compiler selections and issue the Next click, Screenshot 5 will inform you that you’ve got code to compile. In our case, we’ll need Microchip’s C18 on the PIC side and a suitable version of Visual Studio on the PC side.

Our HIDmaker FS descriptor set includes a Device Descriptor, a Configuration Descriptor, an Interface Descriptor, a HID Descriptor, an Endpoint Descriptor, a Report Descriptor, and the string tables. Once you see the Descriptors for what they are, USB becomes less mysterious. With that, let’s take a look at them.

The Device Descriptor is all about the device. Thus, a USB device can only be associated to a single Device Descriptor. Let’s look at the Descriptor HIDmaker FS generated for us:

```c
#define DSC_DEV  0x01
#define EP0_BUFF_SIZE 8 ; 8, 16, 32, or 64
#define NUM_CONFIGURATIONS 1

DeviceDescriptor:
global DeviceDescriptor
retlw  0x12 ;Length of this Device
retlw  DSC_DEV ;bDescriptorType = 1 for Device Descriptor
retlw  0x10 ;USB Spec Version (1.1). 2 BCD bytes stored in a Word variable
retlw  0x01
retlw  0x00 ;bDeviceClass = 0 for HID class, which is set in Interface Descriptor
retlw  0x00 ;USB Subclass code, if applicable
retlw  0x00 ;bDeviceProtocol code, if applicable
retlw  EP0_BUFF_SIZE ;Max packet size for Endpoint 0
retlw  0xD8 ;Vendor ID (2 hex bytes)
retlw  0x04
retlw  0x0C ;Product ID (2 hex bytes)
retlw  0x00
retlw  0x01 ;Device release number
retlw  0x00
```

**SCREENSHOT 3.** The really cool thing about this window is that you can click on the field and then get Advice on how to complete the field with a second click.
The MCHPFSUSB Framework presents the Device Descriptor in a C-compatible format. I’ve pulled in the Device Descriptor constant definitions from the usb_config.h file for you:

```c
//from MCHPFSUSB Framework usb_config.h
#define USB_EP0_BUFF_SIZE 8
#define USB_USER_DEVICE_DESCRIPTOR &device_dsc

/* Device Descriptor */
ROM USB_USER_DEVICE_DESCRIPTOR device_dsc =
{
    0x12,  // Size of this descriptor in bytes
    USB_DESCRIPTOR_DEVICE, // DEVICE descriptor type
    0x0200,        // USB Spec Release Number in BCD format
    0x00,      // Class Code
    0x00,    // Subclass code
    0x00,   // Protocol code
    USB_EP0_BUFF_SIZE,  // Max packet size for EP0, see usb_config.h
    0x04D8,   // Vendor ID
    0x003F,    // Product ID: Mouse in a circle fw demo
    0x0002,    // Device release number in BCD format
    0x01,     // Manufacturer string index
    0x02,  // Product string index
    0x00,  // Device serial number
    0x00,  // Number of possible configurations
    0x01  // Number of possible configurations
};
```

I think you can easily see the similarities in the actual data content of the HIDmaker FS and the MCHPFSUSB Framework Device Descriptors. Both of the Descriptors perform the same task. They provide the necessary information to describe the HID peripheral device to the host. The Configuration Descriptor and Interface Descriptor code we’ll look at next is a result of the information we entered into the HIDmaker FS window captured in Screenshot 2. Once again, you can correlate the FS-generated Configuration and Interface Descriptors with the information we provided to HIDmaker FS in Screenshot 2:

```c
;==================================================================
; CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTOR: Config1
; Configuration 1
;==================================================================
Config1:
    retlw  0x09   ;Length of this Configuration Descriptor
    retlw  DSC_CFG   ;bDescriptorType = 2 for Configuration Descriptor

    Config1len:
    retlw  low  ((EndConfig1 - Config1)/2) ;Total Config Length
    retlw  high ((EndConfig1 - Config1)/2)
    retlw  0x01 ;Number of interfaces this configuration supports
    retlw  0x01 ;Configuration ID, used in Get_Configuration and
```

**SCREENSHOT 5.** When you see this window, things are good and going to get better. HIDmaker FS sets up complete projects on the PIC and PC sides. All we have to do now is open the projects and compile them.
Set_Configuration requests

retlw 0x03 ;Configuration Name string
        ;(gets own String Descriptor)
retlw 0x00 ;Bitfield: flag bits for
        ;Self-Powered & Remote Wakeup
retlw 0x0A ;Max current required from
        ;USB for this config: =
        ;milliAmps * 2

About the only thing you can’t readily decipher is the
0x80 flag byte which is technically the
bmAttributes
field. The most significant bit in the
bmAttributes field is set to indicate that the HID device is powered from USB.
According to Screenshot 2, the Remote Wakeup feature is
disabled and that’s backed up by a cleared bit 5 in the
bmAttributes field. The Interface Descriptor is just as easy
to understand as the Configuration Descriptor:

All you need to walk away with from the Interface
Descriptor is the number of Endpoints (other than EP0)
that are supported and that the HID class is specified
here. The next descriptor we’ll examine is the HID
Descriptor. In the context of our discussion, a HID
Descriptor is used to lay out the number, type, and size of
Report descriptors that are associated with a HID device:

Our HID Descriptor is relatively simple as we’re not
describing human-associated physical things that can be
associated with the HID class. The Descriptor is basically
telling the world that there is one Report Descriptor to
look out for and how long it will be.

In my opinion, the smallest descriptor contains the
most useful information. Let’s break down the Endpoint
Descriptor:

The
bEndpointAddress
field contains 0x81. The

The bEndpointAddress field contains 0x81. The
Endpoint is an IN type as the most significant bit is set. The Endpoint Address is contained within the four least significant bits and cyphers out to 0x01. The Transfer Type is defined as 0x03 which equates to Interrupt. You can also pick out our 10 mS interval value that was entered in Screenshot 2.

```
MOVING nv_data8
```

HIDmaker FS contains a suite of test applications that verify correct operation of the code. One of those applications is called AnyHID. I’ve captured an AnyHID session that picked up the Report data returned from our HID class PICDEM FS USB Demo Board. The value of 245 decimal gleaned from the HID Report is the random value that HIDmaker FS assigned to our data variable `nv_data8`.

The PC C application that HIDmaker FS generated is more specific to our PIC18F4550-based HID peripheral device. Screenshot 7 shows that same random value of 245 decimal directly associated with our data variable `nv_data8`. The results in Screenshot 7 come courtesy of the HIDmaker FS-generated Visual C++ HID application.

**EIGHT BITS DOWN - EIGHT BITS TO GO**

We’ve worked our way through an eight-bit USB HID implementation using Dr. Bob’s HIDmaker FS. When we meet again, we’ll put the MCHPFSUSB Framework to work against a 16-bit PIC24FJ256GB110 and dig up some more HIDden treasure. In the meantime, you can add HIDmaker FS and the PIC 18F4550 to your Design Cycle. NV
Industry guru Forrest M. Mims III has created a stumper. Video game designer Bob Wheels needed an inexpensive, counter-clockwise rotation detector for a radio-controlled car that could withstand the busy hands of a teenaged game player and endure lots of punishment. Can you figure out what's missing? Go to www.jameco.com/untangle to see if you are correct and while you are there, sign-up for our free full color catalog.
Stronger than a BOEBOT, more powerful than a pen-wielding Scribbler, easier to carry than a QuadRover, the Parallax Stingray mobile robotic platform has landed!

FISHING FOR THE STINGRAY

I first heard rumors about the Stingray in a thread on the Parallax Forums. Someone had noticed a new robot acting as the "Stage" for the Parallax PING) sensor bracket. With the cat out of the bag, Chris Savage gave everyone some nice sneak peeks at the upcoming robot prototypes (Figures 1A and 1B). This bot seemed to really fill a niche as it was larger and stronger than the BOEBOT or Scribbler (Figures 2A and 2B), yet not so big as to require multiple people to lift it and a truck to carry it.

Parallax was gearing up to produce. After a bit of prompting, he posted some intriguing pictures of the prototypes. Having built some large robots based on recycled wheelchair chassis (see “Evolution of the Boogiebot,” Nuts & Volts October ‘07) I know that, though really big robots can be lots of fun, they are also a pain in the ... back. When you have to lift 100 pounds of solid metal and lead-acid batteries in and out of a car trunk a few times, you really start to appreciate smaller bots.

PULL THE TRIGGER?

Since I’ve built both big and small bots, I decided there was room in my menagerie for a Stingray of my own to experiment on. I contacted Parallax to see when they would be available and (most importantly) to find out the price. I was hoping the Stingray would be cheap enough to make them accessible even to folks without deep pockets. I called and found out that the Stingray was already in stock and priced at just under $300. I ordered my Stingray and it shipped the same day.
Before my Stingray arrived, I decided to document every aspect of its journey from shipping box to completed bot. What follows is a front row seat to the complete assembly of the Stingray robot.

UNBOXING DAY

The Stingray arrived in a mid-sized shipping box (Figure 3). I opened it and scooped out all the packing peanuts to discover a shipping manifest, a nice glossy catalog of Parallax products and a smaller white folding box that contained all the Stingray parts. It seemed like a surprisingly small box, but after opening it, I discovered the reason is that the Stingray comes "flat packed" with all the parts in individual plastic bags to keep the anodized aluminum parts from scratching each other in transit. I spread out all the parts on the table (Figure 4) and did a quick inventory. Everything was present and accounted for, so it was time to build it.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The kit comes with a complete set of printed illustrated instructions including some very nice exploded views (Figure 5). It even includes just about all the tools you'll need to put the unit together. I invited neighbor and colleague Marvin "Professor Conrad" Niebuhr over to assist in the robo-build (Figure 6).

The build was just about as straightforward as you would expect with the very detailed instructions guiding us along the way. We went from the delivered box to completed bot in about three hours. There were no missing parts and all the holes lined up exactly so we didn't have to drill anything out or modify any of the components. I have to say it's quite nice to get something where the care in the design is so obvious.

After a virtually flawless mechanical assembly (the only goofs were our own!), it was time to install the electronics (Figure 7). Though Parallax could have simply used a BASIC Stamp to drive the Stingray, they went all-out and created a brand new robot control board based on their new Propeller chip.

THE MSR1 CONTROLLER

To me, one thing that really sets this bot apart from others is the new MSR1 controller (Figure 8). This board really surrounds the Propeller chip with some extremely useful and much needed hardware. Besides including an on-board L6205 H-bridge to control the two gear head motors, they have also placed voltage translators that are used to interface the 3.3V native signals of the Propeller to the more common 5V signals used by many off-the-shelf accessories and sensors. An on-board dual switching
power supply and 24 three-pin "servo" style headers (broken up into three banks of eight) make plugging in components a snap. To top it off, they doubled the amount of memory that is typically available on most Propeller prototyping boards. Parallax also includes a nice-sized breadboard so the Stingray is ready for experimentation right away (Figure 9).

**“TWEEN” BOT**

To me, the Stingray fits perfectly between the big bots and the plethora of small table-top robots driven by continuous-motion servos. Not only does the Stingray posses wicked head-turning good looks, its gear head motors are both quite strong and fast. I was rather surprised the first time I let this thing run around on the floor (it almost took out my cat)! One of the things I did was add three PING) sonar sensors (Figure 10) so the bot would have a chance of detecting and avoiding walls (and cats) because when it gets moving, it builds up a goodly amount of kinetic energy.

The included BaneBots rubber wheels are a good compliment to the gear head motors as they are very "grippy." The bot can literally turn on a dime. The multi-directional tail wheel is not only cool to look at, but it feels like it's almost friction free. I've had other "tail dragger" style mini robots and not only does the tail wheel impact battery life, it can also alter dead-reckoning navigation if the extra friction causes the drive wheels to slip. The multi-directional tail wheel (Figure 11) is a very cool improvement.

**ITS ALL GOOD ... OR IS IT?**

Though I am obviously smitten with my new Stingray bot, you have to be thinking, "There's got to be something you would improve, right"? Okay, I'll admit there are a couple of minor things I would love to see improved. For starters, the battery box is pretty much unreachable once it's screwed down in its default location in the inside/center of the bot. This makes removing the batteries for charging rather difficult. Though I was able to both extract and insert batteries using just two fingers and quite a bit of patience (and maybe a few mumbled words), I ended up leaving out two of the screws on one of the mount plates so I could more readily get to the batteries by swinging open my makeshift "door" (Figure 12).

The batteries called for in the assembly sheet are 1.2V rechargeable NiMh AA cells. I would love to see the MSR1 contain a battery charging circuit designed to charge this style of battery directly. As it stands, when you plug in the external power 2.1 mm plug, it bypasses the batteries instead of charging them.

So, be aware that you can't charge up your Stingray by plugging it into a wall wart overnight. On the upside, the bot is designed to run from a 7.2V power source. So,

---

**Speaking of Propellers ...**

If you find the Parallax Propeller chip is interesting and you'd like to get a bit more info about it and how it can be used, there's a new book that you might be interested in reading. Though I only had a small part in its creation (1/12th part to be exact!), I am honored to be included with the likes of Chip Gracy, Andre' Lamothe, Hanno Sander, and other notable Propeller heads in the creation of “Programming and Customizing the Multicore Propeller” from McGraw Hill. The book is available for pre-order from: [www.amazon.com/Programming-Customizing-Multicore-Propeller-Parallax/dp/0071664505](http://www.amazon.com/Programming-Customizing-Multicore-Propeller-Parallax/dp/0071664505) and should be available soon at other technical book stores around the country. The section I authored explores using the Propeller as the center of an intelligent HVAC “green house” design. If you read the book, please feel free to let me know what you think by sending an email to vern@txis.com.
if you plan to use your Stingray for extended periods of time (for example, in a classroom setting), you might want to swap the NiMh AA cell pack for some more readily-available 7.2V RC car rechargeable packs with higher amp-hour ratings and external chargers. This way, you could have one pack in the bot and one on standby being charged.

**SUMMING IT UP**

I feel the Stingray is an amazing piece of engineering and will enjoy great success. It’s just a solid feeling robot with excellent looks and lots of room for expansion and experimentation (Figure 13). The dual aluminum carry handles on the top make it easy to bring along with you. I’ve carried it into restaurants and other places where my robo-buds hang out, and I’ve already had three people on three separate occasions stop me and ask about it.

With its torquey gear-head motors, grippy rubber wheels, sleek all-metal dual-deck chassis with loads of attachment points, the sexy multi-directional tail wheel and the high-powered multi-core processor, the new Parallax Stingray just oozes style! If you end up with a Stingray, please let me know as I’d love to hear how you like it and put it to use. As always, you can reach me via email at vern@txis.com. NV

---

**RESOURCES**

Parallax Stingray Robot:  
www.parallax.com

Stingray discussion on Parallax Forums  

Evolution of the Boogiebot,  
Nuts & Volts October 2007:  
http://nutsvolts.texterity.com/nutsvolts/2007/10/pg84

Marvin “Professor Conrad” Niebuhr’s site:  
www.professorconrad.com

Programming and Customizing the Multicore Propeller  
www.amazon.com/Programming-Customizing-Multicore-Propeller-
Parallax/dp/0071664505

---

**The Wait is Over! YEI ServoCenter 4**

**Independent Control, Speed and Position of 16 RC servos:**
- Daisy-chain boards for up to 256 servos per USB, MIDI, serial port
- Ideal for robotics, animatronics, motion and show controls

**NEW in Version 4:**
- 16 dedicated I/O channels, 8 dedicated analog inputs, real-time status LEDs
- On-board memory; store 64 pre-sets and load/cross-fade between them
- Scaled and percentage motion commands, built-in configurable smoothing
- User upgradable firmware; or upload your own firmware with bootloader

**Sequencer / SC-Basic Language Interpreter:**
- ServoCenter 4 provides built-in Sequencer/BASIC Interpreter
- Easy-to-learn, BASIC-like scripting language, designed for ServoCenter
- Programs run independently on ServoCenter controller, stored in EEPROM
- Loaded programs can be started remotely or upon power-on
- Allows ServoCenter to be used as a stand-alone controller

www.Servo-Center.com
Extreme Robot Speed Control!

Sidewinder
$399

RC Control
BotsIQ Favorite!

Scorpion Mini
- 2.5A (6A pk) H-bridge
- 5V - 20V
- 1.6" x 2.25" x 0.25"

Scorpion XL
- Dual 13A H-bridge
- 5V - 28V
- 2.7" x 1.6" x 0.75"

Dalf Motion Control System
- Closed-loop control of two motors
- Full PID position/velocity loop
- Trapezoidal path generator
- Windows GUI for all features
- C source for routines provided
- PIC18F6722 CPU

$250

NEW!!
Magnum775
- Planetary gearbox
- 20:1 ratio - 700 rpm
- RS-775 motor
- Nearly 700W!
- Build something - rule BotsIQ!

$89

Simple-H
- 6.25V 25A
- 2.25" x 2.5" x 0.5"
- 3 wire interface
- Current & temp protection

$79

H-bridges: Use with Dalf or Stamp

See www.embeddedelectronics.net

MADE IN THE USA

RoboTOWER
Phone: 253-843-2504 • sales@robotpower.com
24" DUAL-SHEIELDED CABLE W/ 3.5MM PHONE PLUGS
3.5mm stereo phone plugs on each end. Cable consists of two shielded single conductor cables. Great for ipods and other mini-audio players.
CAT# CB-461
10 for $1.00 each
$1.25 each

LARGE, SURFACE-MOUNT PUSHBUTTON
S.P.T., normally-open, momentary pushbutton switch. 1.6" diameter metal body with mounting flanges, holes on 2.3" centers. Originally for automotive horn application. 0.84" diameter black push-button, 0.95" overall height. Packaged with 2 mounting screws.
CAT# PB-156
$1.75 each

LOW VOLTAGE TESTER
NuTone # RCD900. Convenient test light for 5-30 Volts AC or DC. Marketed as a Door Chime Diagnostic Tool, consists of an enclosed light bulb with two test leads. Light glows, brightness varying with voltage, when power is present. Leads snap into back of unit for compact storage.
CAT# LVT-2
$2.50 each

24VDC 350W MOTOR
High-performance 24 Vdc motor for electric scooters and bicycles. Schwinn, GT, Mongoose, Izip (Currie Technologies). Standard on other electrics as well. 350 watts, 2600 RPM. 22 Amps. 4" diameter x approximately 4" long. Three-hole mounting flange - 0.25" diameter holes on approx. 3.9" centers. 3/8" (8mm) dia. outer shaft, 10mm dia. inner shaft, equipped with an 11 tooth sprocket. 24" long lead.
CAT# DCM-1353
$20.00 each

GADGET SACK
Digital Concepts # GB-101. Multi-purpose drawstring carrying pouch. Stores all of your accessories and devices. Side compartments for added storage and protection. Ballistic nylon exterior; soft, padded interior. 4" x 6" x 8". CAT# CSE-85
$3.50 each

SOLAR CELL
Output: approximately 3 Volts @ 40 mA. 60mm square x 2.5mm thick epoxy-encapsulated silicon photovoltaic cell. Solid, almost-unbreakable module with solderable foil strips on backside. Ideal for solar-powered battery chargers and other projects.
CAT# SPL-61
100 for $3.25 each
$3.75 each

5 VDC DPDT MINI SIGNAL RELAY, 2A
NEC# EC2-5NJ. D.P.D.T. sub-miniature pc mount relay. Contacts rated 2A @ 30Vdc, 178 Ohm coil. 15 x 7.5 x 8.5mm high. Sealed. PC leads, UL, CSA.
CAT# RLY-532
$1.40 each

PADDED MINI-POUCH
Ballistic nylon mini-pouch with keyring. Zipper closure. Interior elastic strap. Carry and store small items like removable memory cards, thumb-drives, stereo in-ear earphones, plug and jack adapters. A tough, well-crafted mini-carrying case. 3" x 2.5" x 0.9" Large quantity available.
CAT# CSE-83
50 for 40¢ each • 100 for 35¢ each

N-CHANNEL MOSFET, 55V 22A 0.06 OHM
N-channel SiPIMOS Power Transistor Vds. 55V, 22A, 0.06 Ohms
CAT# BUZ101S
55¢ each
10 for 50¢ each • 100 for 35¢ each

24VDC 6.5A POWER SUPPLY
Potrans #FS-15024-1M ITE Power Supply Input: 100-120V 4A 200-240V 2.3A Output: 24Vdc 6.5A 150W switching power supply. Enclosed metal vented case. 7.875" x 4.35" x 1.96". Over voltage, over current and temperature protected. LED output indicator. UL, CE, TUV.
CAT# PS-6524
$24.95 each
INTERFACING A SINGLE-DIGIT LED DISPLAY

Most seven-segment LEDs are either “common cathode” or “common anode” displays. These terms simply indicate whether the cathodes or the anodes of the segments are connected together. For our first experiment, we will be using a common cathode display so we will connect an output pin of the 20M to each segment (through a current-limiting resistor). We’ll then connect the display’s common cathode pin to the breadboard’s ground rail. All seven-segment LED displays use the same alphabetic order when referring to the individual segments. This standard labeling convention is shown in Figure 1.

The schematic for our first experiment is presented in Figure 2; the Parts List is in Figure 3; and the pin-out of the single-digit LED is shown in Figure 4. As you can see in the schematic, I haven’t included the standard PICAXE programming circuitry. We’re going to be using the SUSB-01 programming adapter that we developed in the previous installment of the Primer.

Since the required programming circuitry is self-contained on the SUSB-01, I decided to omit it from the LED display schematic. Also, the specific connections from the 20M outputs to the LED segments were chosen to simplify the breadboard wiring. Finally, in Figure 4 you can see that the display’s pin-out includes two ground pins (pin 3 and pin 8). It’s not necessary to connect both of them to ground — either one will do the job.

Figure 5 is a photo of the completed breadboard circuit for our first experiment. The current-limiting resistor that connects to the display’s decimal point is the only one that couldn’t be placed right in line with its corresponding output pin. (If
it had been, it would have connected to ground at pin 3 of the display, so it would be impossible to raise that line high to light the decimal point.)

Whenever you work with LED displays (or any device that consumes a fair amount of power), you need to make sure you don’t exceed the current capabilities of the processor. Figure 6 presents the relevant data for selected PICAXE processors. The 330Ω resistors that we are using limit the current through each segment of the LED to less than 10 mA. As you can see in Figure 6, 20M output pins are capable of sourcing up to 25 mA each, so we are well within the limits of the individual pins. However, it’s also important to determine whether you are exceeding the overall limit of the output port, or the chip itself. In our case, if all eight segments are lit at the same time, we are still drawing less than 80 mA, so we are well within those limits, as well.

The major task that a seven-segment LED driver program needs to accomplish is to convert the value to be displayed to the correct pattern of segments that corresponds to that value. For example, if we want to display the digit “3,” we need to light segments A, B, C, D, and G. This conversion process is actually simpler than it sounds, but to understand how it works you need to be somewhat comfortable with the binary number system (upon which all microprocessors are based). There isn’t space to get into the details here, but if you do a quick search on “binary number system,” you will find many on-line tutorials on the subject.

Once you have a basic understanding of binary arithmetic, we need to briefly discuss the 20M “special function variable” called “outpins” which can be used to simultaneously define the high/low levels of all eight pins of the 20M’s output port.

I’ll use binary numbers to demonstrate how the “outpins” instruction functions because (believe it or not) it’s easier to understand that way!

To begin with, whenever you want to use a binary number in a PICAXE program, you need to preface it with a “%” character. For example, “let myVar = %00000111” assigns the specified eight-bit binary number (which corresponds to the decimal number 7) to myVar. (If you don’t include the “%” character, the number is interpreted as the decimal number “one hundred eleven.”)

Extending the same concept to outpins, if we issue an “outpins = %00000111” command we’re telling the compiler that you want outputs 2, 1, and 0 to be high, and outputs 7-3 to be low. This makes outpins very powerful — without it, we would need to issue the correct combination of eight high and low commands to accomplish the same goal.

To see how all this works, consider the data presented in Figure 7. (The easiest way to understand Figure 7 is “from the bottom up.”)

The bottom two rows show the same pairing between the 20M outputs and LED segments that we saw earlier in the schematic. The zeros and ones in the body of the table indicate which segments need to be turned on to display any given digit (1 = on and 0 = off).

For example, to display the digit “4,” we need to light segments B, C, F, and G, so a “1” is placed in the cells that correspond to those four segments and a “0” is placed in all the other cells for the digit “4.” The

resulting eight-bit binary number is then converted to its decimal equivalent in the right-most column. We will use those decimal values in our program to display the value of any given one-digit number.

The software for our experiment (LED7X1.bas) can be downloaded from the N&V website. (While you’re there, also download the LED7X4 program that we will be using in our second experiment.) LED7X1 is very simple; it just counts from 0 to 9 in an infinite loop and displays the corresponding values on the LED. The heart of the program is a “lookup” command that enables us to retrieve the correct decimal value we need for each digit. The syntax of the lookup command is “lookup offset, (data0, data1, … dataN), variable” — see the documentation in Part II of the manual for details. For our purposes, the necessary command is “lookup value, (215, 6, 203, 143, 30, 157, 221, 7, 223, 159), segs.” The command is zero-based so if value = 0, then segs = 215; if value = 1, then segs = 6; if value = 2, then segs = 203; etc. Of course, you could accomplish the same thing with 10 different “if” statements, but it would be much more work.

Download the program and give it a try. You will probably notice that I didn’t do anything with the decimal point in this simple example. As a programming challenge, see if you can turn the decimal point on for the even digits and off for the odd ones. (Hint: It can be done by adding one “if” statement in the loop.) Once you are satisfied that you understand how the program functions, we’re ready to
move on to our next experiment.

INTERFACING A FOUR-DIGIT LED DISPLAY

This time around, we’re going to interface a four-digit LED display to our 28X1 master processor but before we do, there are two issues that need to be addressed. First, if we tried to directly interface four of the single-digit displays that we just used, we would need a total of 32 output pins to accomplish the task. Even though the 40X2 processor has a total of 32 I/O pins, we still would have a major problem to overcome. Since our single-digit display can consume almost 80 mA, four of them would require 320 mA and this exceeds the capabilities of every PICAXE processor. Of course, we could increase the size of the current-limiting resistors, but our display would become correspondingly dimmer.

There’s a much better solution to this problem. It’s called display multiplexing and it involves sequentially powering only one digit at a time. The sequencing is rapid enough so that all four digits appear to be lit simultaneously — even though that’s not the case. They are blinking so rapidly that our persistence of vision leads us to believe that they are all powered at the same time. (This phenomenon is analogous to our misperception that the image in a movie is actually “moving,” rather than being made up of a sequence of rapidly changing still photos.) Figure 8 presents the pin-out of the 4-digit common-cathode display that we will be using (which is also available on my website). Because a common-cathode display is required by the MAX7219 that we will be using in our next installment, we’ll be able to re-use the same display. As you can see in Figure 8, there’s only one pin (not four) for each display segment (A, B, etc.). This is another major advantage of display multiplexing; four digits only require 12 output pins (eight display segments and four common cathodes), rather than the 32 needed by four individual displays.

In order to use display multiplexing, our program must include some method of keeping track of the four individual digits that are to be displayed “simultaneously” — let’s call them digit3, digit2, digit1, and digit0. Display multiplexing is implemented in a short loop that accomplishes the following tasks:

- Digit3 is loaded into the output port.
- Only the cathode for LED 0 is grounded.
- Digit0 is loaded into the output port.
- Only the cathode for LED 0 is grounded.

When this sequence is executed rapidly enough, all four digits appear to be displayed simultaneously. The schematic for our four-digit multiplexed display experiment is presented in Figure 9; the Parts List is in Figure 10; and the breadboard layout for the experiment is shown in Figure 11. (In the breadboard photo, the board to the right of the College Board is a simple four-switch stripboard with which I have been experimenting. It’s not connected in any way to our current experiment, so just ignore it.)

Keeping the above sequence in mind, let’s take a look at the schematic (see Figure 9) to see how the display multiplexing is implemented. Similarly to the single-digit display, eight outputs are connected (through current-limiting resistors) to the display segments. (The order of the connections differs from that of our first experiment, again to simplify the breadboard wiring.) The necessary hardware would be simpler if we could directly connect four outputs from Port C of the 28X1 to the four common cathode (CC) pins of the display.

However, when all eight segments are powered, the current flowing through the CC pin is approximately 80 mA, which far exceeds the maximum current capability of any PICAXE I/O pin (see Figure 6). Therefore, we’re using NPN transistors as switches to protect the 28X1 I/O pins from the excessive current draw.

As you can see, the circuitry for each transistor is identical. Let’s look more closely at the transistor switch connected to the C0 output to see how it functions. The standard symbol for an NPN transistor includes a small triangle pointing away from the base at the emitter connection. When using a transistor as a switch (NPN or PNP), the general rule is that the switch will turn on whenever the base is taken toward the collector. In our schematic, each of the collectors is tied high through a 1K resistor. Therefore, when the base is low, the transistor switch is off and the corresponding CC pin
is also held high by the same 1K resistor. Furthermore, when the CC pin is high, no current will flow through any of the segments of the corresponding LED, so it will be blank.

Conversely, when the base is pulled high the switch is turned on and the corresponding CC pin is connected to ground, which means that the corresponding LED will display the value specified by the data being output on Port B. To summarize all this: A high on a Port C pin turns on the corresponding display LED; a low on a Port C pin turns off the corresponding display LED.

Since the Port B output pins are connected to the display segments in a different order than they were in our first example, we need a new data table for the binary-to-decimal conversions. Figure 12 presents the necessary data. To fill in the entries in the “Binary Value” portion of the table, I arranged the segments at the bottom in the order that they are connected to Port B of the 28X2. I then placed a “1” wherever a segment needed to be lit and filled the remainder of the cells with “0.” Finally, I converted the binary values to the corresponding decimal values. (Actually, I cheated by using an Excel formula for this purpose!)

The program to drive our multiplexed display (LED7X4) is a little more complicated than that of our first experiment. In order to facilitate the following discussion, download it from the N&V website, open it in ProgEdit, then select Options > Editor from the Menu Bar and place a check in the “Display Line Numbers” option. That way, when you print out a copy of the program it will include the line numbers to which I will be referring.

To begin with, I want to clarify the two directives in lines 22 and 23, because I don’t think I have used them before. (If I’m repeating myself, forgive me — I’m old!) You may have noticed that it takes a fair amount of time to download a program to the 28X1. The compiler actually makes three separate passes: one to download the program; one to download EEPROM data (even if there is no EEPROM or data command); and one to download Table data — again, even if there is no Table command. (We haven’t covered Tables yet, but we will one of these days!)

The “#no_data” and “#no_table” directives cancel the two extra passes that the compiler makes and greatly reduce the program download time. To see what I mean, “comment out” the two directives (by simply adding a single quote or semicolon in front of each one) and compare the resulting download time.

The “dirsC” instruction in line 30 configures all the Port C lines as outputs. (Even though we’re only using half of them, there’s no harm in defining the others as outputs, as well.) In essence, the main loop in the program is similar to that of our first experiment — it simply counts in an infinite loop, but this time the count is from 0 to 9999. The potentially most difficult part of the program is accessing the four

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displayed Digit</th>
<th>Binary Value</th>
<th>Decimal Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11111010</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>00100010</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10111001</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10101011</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>01100011</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11001011</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11011011</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10100010</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11111011</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11101011</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outputs for the LED display are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
individual digits in our counting variable (“value”). Fortunately, PICAXE BASIC includes the math function “dig” which greatly simplifies this task.

For example, consider line 38 in the program: digit3 = value dig 3. Digit3 is a variable that was declared at the top of the program to store the value of digit #3. Here, we’re using the standard digit numbering convention which identifies the right-most digit as digit #0, with the identifying numbers increasing as we move to the left. Therefore, digit3 stores the left-most digit in our four-digit counter variable. In line 38, we’re instructing the compiler to pick digit #3 out of “value” (our four-digit counter) and store it in the variable “digit3” — lines 44, 50, and 56 accomplish the same task for the other three digits of the counter variable.

Let’s examine the remainder of the program lines that process digit3 (lines 39-42). Once we have stored the value for digit3, we can look up the decimal value of the segment pattern that needs to be lit (see line 39). Notice that you can use the “digit3” variable in both places in the lookup command — in effect, the command updates digit3. For example, if digit3 started out as 0 the lookup command changes it to 250, which is the decimal equivalent of the necessary segment pattern for 0. The rest is easy: Line 40 turns off the four transistor drivers so that the display is temporarily blank; and line 41 updates the output port for the new display value (250, to display “0”); and line 42 turns on the transistor that is connected to the digit #3 CC pin so the “0” is actually displayed on LED #3. The remaining three groups of instructions carry out the same process for each of the other three digits.

When I originally wrote the program, I didn’t include the commands that turn off the four transistors in lines 40, 46, 52, and 58. As an experiment, “comment out” those four lines, download the program again, and watch what happens. See if you can figure out what’s causing the problem.

The inner for…next loop (lines 36 and 62) is only there to slow down the counting process. If you want to see how fast the 28X1 can count, comment out those two lines and download the program again. As an experiment, I did just that and timed how long it took to complete the count from 0 to 9999. According to my calculations, the result (two minutes and 12 seconds) is equivalent to approximately 1,600 instructions per second (based on 21 instructions per iteration of the do…loop). For even greater speed (approximately 4,000 instructions per second), you could install a 20 MHz external resonator and add the necessary “setfreq” command.

SO, WHO NEEDS A MAX7219, ANYWAY?

At this point, we seem to have accomplished our goal. The 28X1 is certainly able to drive a beautiful, flicker-free four-digit LED display, so why do we need the MAX7219 driver chip? The answer is that our current approach needlessly ties up the 28X1’s processing power because it’s always busy running the loop that keeps the LEDs properly illuminated.

For a relatively simple program, you could probably intersperse the necessary commands throughout the scanning loop, but more complex programs would be likely to result in display flickering, and or at least in the loss of timing accuracy. This is where the MAX7219 can be extremely helpful.

In the next Primer column, we’ll take an approach similar to that of our recent LCD project and develop a serially interfaced four-digit peripheral LED display that can be used in all our PICAXE projects, even with the humble little 08M. See you then. NV
You have probably heard of Microsoft’s MP3 player called Zune. Its sales do not match Apple’s leading iPod, but it is a popular device. The latest model called the Zune HD has a feature that no other MP3 player has: HD radio. Recall that HD radio is the digital version of AM and FM radio. HD radio broadcasts or simulcasts a digital version of the programming of selected AM and FM stations nationwide. The digital version is overlaid in the same spectrum and provides an AM digital signal that has the fidelity of FM, and a digital FM version that provides the fidelity of a CD. The digital signals are also more resistant to noise, as well as multipath fading that is often a nuisance when you are driving out on the highway or in rural areas. A neat feature of HD radio is that it can also multiplex two or three additional broadcasts on the same frequency. Called multicast, this capability lets each station broadcast alternative programming without more spectrum. And it gives the listener many more choices.

I think Zune HD is one of the coolest music players available (Figure 1). It has a 3.3 inch OLED touch screen and can be had with either 16 or 32 gigabyte Flash storage. It also has a built-in 802.11g Wi-Fi radio that lets you connect to nearby hot spots or access points. A built-in browser lets you access the Internet and download songs from Zune Marketplace that also offers movies you can watch on the screen.

While many MP3 players have an FM radio built in, only Zune has HD radio. This is made possible by a single HD radio chip made by SiPort. The SiPort SP1010 is a complete radio except for the audio amplifiers. It can receive analog FM, as well as HD radio in the FM band from 88 to 108 MHz. It can also receive HD AM reception in the 530 to 1,700 kHz band. A neat feature of this chip is a receiver for the US 162.4 to 162.55 MHz weather band, however, this is not implemented in the Zune. Multicast channel reception is provided. HD radio developed by iBiquity now includes new features like searchable content by music genre, pause,
rewind, and play functionality, the tagging of a song for future online purchase, and digital data services.

MOBILE TV

You can now get TV on your cell phone. Some of the larger carriers like AT&T, Sprint, and Verizon let you subscribe to video programming over their 3G networks. It works reasonably well if you don’t mind the small screen. Yet, TV over the cell phone network has the downside that it can overload the network and reduce the number of voice calls it can handle if too many subscribers decide to watch videos.

The solution to this problem is over-the-air (OTA) TV. The problem however, is the conventional OTA digital TV that we have today was not designed for mobile operation. It assumes fixed TV sets and not something that could be moving at 60 mph or so. The solution is a new mobile TV system. We are going to have two of those here in the US: Qualcomm’s FLO TV and the new ATSC M/H system addition to the current DTV system. Both services require that the cell phone or other mobile device have a separate, built-in TV receiver, leaving the cellular network out of it.

FLO TV is based on Qualcomm’s MediaFlo technology. This TV system uses the recently abandoned UHF channel 55 on 716-722 MHz. It broadcasts a compressed video signal using coded orthogonal frequency division multiplex (COFDM) that is designed for mobile operation. The video is formatted for a 416x240 pixel LCD screen at a lower data rate. It uses additional error correction coding to make the signal more robust under multipath fading and Doppler variations. This signal is created from the current programming and multiplexed in with the regular HDTV broadcast. An M/H compatible receiver in a cell phone or other mobile device can decode and display it. No ATSC M/H service is available now, but we should be seeing some in 2010 and beyond.

One of several new receiver chips that will make OTA TV possible in a cell phone is the Analog Devices’ ADMTV804 RF tuner. This IC has an internal low noise amplifier (LNA) front end, Zero IF or direct conversion mixers, and a complete fractional-N phase-locked loop frequency synthesizer for channel selection. The device covers the frequency range from 54 to 245, and 470 to 862 MHz. It will not only receive the forthcoming ATSC M/N OTA signals but is also compatible with most other world mobile TV standards. And there are lots of them, including: Digital Video Broadcast-Handset (DVB-H) in Europe; Integrated Service Digital Broadcasting-Terrestrial (ISDB-T) in Japan; Terrestrial-Digital Multimedia Broadcast (T-DMB) in Korea; China Mobile Multimedia Broadcast (CMMB) in China; and several others. It has a low drop-out regulator and components for antenna matching built in to save on external discrete components. All this is in a 4 x 4 mm package.

ISM BAND WIRELESS

Lots of products use the unlicensed industrial scientific medical (ISM) FCC bands to transmit coded signals. Some examples are automatic meter reading (AMR), home and industrial automation, security systems, remote keyless entry, two-way telemetry, toys, and a whole slew of other things. The device that makes these work is a tiny radio transceiver used in conjunction with an embedded microcontroller.

One of the newer ISM radio chips is the TRC105 made by RFM in Dallas. It covers the 300 to 510 MHz range that hits several of the US Part 15 ISM frequencies. The chip uses on-off keying (OOK) — a type of AM or frequency shift keying (FSK). The data rate can be up to 32 kb/s with OOK, and up to 200 kb/s with FSK. The receiver has a great sensitivity figure of -112 dBm while transmit power can be as high as 13 dBm. This gives the transceiver an excellent range if the antennas are high enough and in the clear. For those wishing to develop wireless devices using this chip, you can get one of the developer kits for $280 each. Several frequency band versions are available.
COMBO CHIPS FOR CELL PHONES

The hottest cell phone category today is the smartphone. The RIM BlackBerry and the Apple iPhone are the best examples. These phones combine an advanced 3G cell phone along with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS, FM radio, a camera, music player, and video. Squeezing all those different radios into a small handset is no easy job, but some of the new so-called combo chips are making it easier.

A good example is ST-Ericsson’s CG2900 that uses 45 nm CMOS to put a Bluetooth transceiver, a GPS receiver, and an FM receiver (and transmitter) on a single chip. The GPS receiver has an amazing -163 dBm sensitivity that can latch on to the satellite signals even under the worst conditions. The CG2900 can also be used with the companion CW1100 IC which is a low power 802.11b/g/n WLAN Wi-Fi radio. Many Wi-Fi transceiver chips are power hogs, but this one uses significantly less power making it ideal for use in smart phones.

Another super combo chip is Broadcom’s BCM6362. It combines an 802.11n Wi-Fi transceiver with an ADSL2+ modem. The modem is designed to implement the latest version of the digital subscriber line of high speed Internet connections in home routers and gateways. The ADSL2+ version can hit speeds up to 24 Mb/s downstream over twisted pair telephone cable up to 4,000 feet long. The 802.11n radio provides wireless connectivity to PCs and laptops.

But that is not all. This chip also includes the latest version of the popular DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications) technology. The chip implements voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) for digital telephony over the Internet connection. Add to that a 10/100 Mb/s Ethernet port and switch, and you have a total system on a chip (SoC) that will greatly simplify the creation of single box gateways for homes.

ZIGBEE AND IEEE 802.15.4 RADIOS

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines short range data radios for industrial and home automation and similar applications. It uses the 2.4 GHz ISM band and can transmit at a data rate up to 250 kb/s. ZigBee uses the same basic transceiver but adds a couple layers of software and a formal protocol to support mesh wireless connections that extend the range of a radio, as well as provide redundancy and reliability to the system. There are a number of manufacturers of ZigBee/802.15.4 chips but for many applications, the best approach is to buy a complete module ready to install. One of those module makers is California Eastern Laboratories (CEL).

CEL recently announced its new MeshConnect™ Extended Range Modules for 802.15.4/ZigBee applications. Figure 5 shows one of the new modules that enable longer range (up to two miles) applications, as well as maintain robust mesh connections even in harsh, noisy, indoor RF environments. The new modules also deliver special features such as extended data rates and a built-in voice CODEC processor.

The extended range modules enable such new applications as intelligent control for LED lighting, in-hospital patient monitoring, baby monitors with two-way voice, and RF4CE — a new technology for RF-based TV and set-top box remote control.

The ability to maintain RF links at long distances also enables applications such as large farm irrigation, wireless control for highway and street lighting, asset management with location tracking, enterprise security systems with video and voice, and wireless sensors in large industrial environments such as oil refineries and manufacturing plants.

The secret to these module’s performance is their superior +123.5 dBm link budget (-103.5 dBm receiver sensitivity and up to 20 dBm transmit power) that enables higher data rates to be maintained for longer distances. Even though these modules have higher power than shorter range modules, they have impressive battery life due to the extremely low <1 µA (microamp) sleep mode power consumption.

WI-FI ENHANCEMENTS

The Wi-Fi Alliance recently announced their new enhancement called Wi-Fi Direct for 802.11 radios. This is a feature that lets Wi-Fi transceivers talk directly to one another rather than communicate through an access point (AP) or hot spot. This new feature implements peer-to-peer communications that let devices connect to one another directly in a secure and intuitive fashion. Up to now that has not been possible. Chip company Marvell will be including that capability in its Wi-Fi chips in the future. This should extend the adoption of Wi-Fi in cell phones, games, personal media players, and other low power mobile devices.

Marvell also offers its Marvell Mobile Hotspot (MMH) — a fully functional 802.11a/b/g access point implemented entirely on a single low power chip. With this technology, battery operated consumer electronics can now function as full featured Wi-Fi access points while concurrently operating as traditional Wi-Fi clients.
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### CD-ROMS SPECIALS


**Nuts & Volts 5 CD-ROMs & Hat Special! Only $109.00 (includes shipping)**

### ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Beginner's Guide to Embedded C Programming Volume 2 | Chuck Hellebuyck | In this "Volume 2," Chuck takes the reader to the next level by introducing how to drive displays, how to use interrupts, how to use serial communication, and how to use the internal hardware peripherals of the PIC16F690 microcontroller such as SPI, PWM, and timers. When you have finished reading this book and completed the projects, you'll be well beyond the title of Beginner! **Reg $39.95, Sale Price $29.95**
| Build Your Own Electronics Workshop | Thomas Petruzelli | This value-packed resource provides everything needed to put together a fully functioning home electronics workshop! From finding space to stocking it with components to putting the shop into action — building, testing, and troubleshooting systems — popular electronics author Tom Petruzelli's *Build Your Own Electronics Workshop* has it all! And the best part is, this book will save you money, big time! **Reg $29.95, Sale Price $24.95**
| Haywired | Mike Rigsby | Construct a no-battery electric car toy that uses a super capacitor; or a flashlight that can be charged in minutes, then shines for 24 hours. Written for budding electronics hobbyists, author Mike Rigsby offers helpful hints on soldering, wire wrapping, and multimeter use. Each project is described in step-by-step detail with photographs and circuit diagrams. Includes websites listing, suppliers and part numbers. **$16.95**

### The Amateur Scientist 3.0 The Complete Collection

There are 1,000 projects on this CD, not to mention the additional technical info and bonus features. It doesn't matter if you're a complete novice looking to do their first science fair project or a super tech-head gadget freak; there are enough projects on the single CD-ROM to keep you and 50 of your friends busy for a lifetime! **Reg $26.95, Sale Price $23.95**
As talked about in the Nuts & Volts June issue, "Long Live The Serial Port"

This is a cookbook for communicating between a PC and a microcontroller using the FTDI FT232R USB UART IC. The book has lots of software and hardware examples. The code is in C# and Visual Basic Express allowing you to build graphical user interfaces and add serial port functions to create communications programs.

Virtual Serial Port Cookbook
by Joe Pardue
Reg. Price $114.90 Subscriber Price $109.95 Plus S/H

Book $44.95 Kit $69.95
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GREAT ARTICLES!

Catch up on 2003-2008 back issues

More offers go to: www.nutsvolts.com

GREAT PROJECTS!
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The microprocessor controlled Xmas Tree comes with 8 preprogrammed light display sequences. All you need is a soldering iron, couple of batteries and you’ll be ready to show off your electronic tree! To see a demo video please visit www.nutsvolts.com.

**Xmas Tree Kit**

**“Double Wide” Sun Tracker Kit**

The Double Wide Sun Tracker is one of the great projects from the new series of articles by John Gavlik, “Experimenting with Alternative Energy.” In Parts 4 and 5, he teaches you how to get the most out of your PVs within the full day of sunlight. For kit details, please visit our website.

- **Subscriber’s Price** $94.95
- **Non-Subscriber’s Price** $99.95
- A Nuts & Volts exclusive kit.

**Nixie Neon Clock Kit**

Using Neon and Nixie bulbs, this clock displays the precision movement of time and is programmable to display “Time Chaos” at different intervals. The Nixie Neon Clock then resets itself to the correct time in an eye-catching ballet of luminosity. The PCB is 7.25”x 7.25” and consists of over 400 components.

- **Subscriber’s Price** $186.00
- **Non-Subscriber’s Price** $195.95
- PCBs can be bought separately.

**Transistor Clock Kit**

If you like electronic puzzles, then this kit is for you! There are no integrated circuits; all functionality is achieved using discrete transistor-diode logic. The PCB is 10”x 1” and harbors more than 1,250 components! For more info see page 42, this issue.

- **Reg $225.95**
- **Sale Price $199.95**
- PCBs can be bought separately.

**Nixie Tube Clock Kit**

Nixie tube clocks fuse the spirit, drama, and eerie beauty of cold war technology with modern inner works to create uncommon handcrafted timepieces.

- **Now with optional case choices!**
- **Get more info @ www.nutsvolts.com**

- **Subscriber’s Price** $146.95
- **Non-Subscriber’s Price** $159.95
- Kit includes article reprint, complete instructions and parts list.

**Big Ear Big Kit**

Ever wish you could build an “audio telescope” that would let you hear things that were faint or far away? Then this kit is for you! Just follow along with the article and you will see how to put together your own “BIG EAR!”

- **Subscriber’s Price** $98.95
- **Non-Subscriber’s Price** $111.95
- Kit includes an article reprint.

**8 Bit PIC® Microcontroller Development SchmartModule A**

This PIC Microcontroller Development board supports 116 different 8 bit SOIC PIC Microcontrollers. This board is fully populated except for the PIC. You hand-solder the PIC using the “EZ” technology from Schmart Board, configure the jumpers for your PIC part number, and start programming.

For more on “EZ” technology, please see this product in our webstore.

**Das BillikenBoard Kit**

This kit includes a preprogrammed ATtiny84 microcontroller that sports eight software PWM channels to control motor speed and light brightness. Jumper selectable patterns can be used to operate motors, solenoid valves, relays. Expand your board with GNU/GPL software updates to be featured in upcoming NV articles.

- **Subscriber’s Price** $32.45
- **Non-Subscriber’s Price** $35.95
- PCBs can be bought separately.

**Retro Game Kit**

Build your own “BLAST from the Past!” This is sure to be a hit for all ages! Easy to build in an evening and will give you many more fun filled evenings mastering the Retro Rover or Retris games. Games come preprogrammed on individual MCUs.

- **Reg $44.95**
- **Sale Price $29.95**
- Limited Time Offer
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SECTION

Build Your Own Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle by Seth Leitman
A Step-by-Step Guide to Building a Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle from the ground up
Build Your Own Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle puts you in the driver’s seat when it comes to hitting the road in a reliable, economical, and environmentally friendly ride. Inside, you’ll find complete details on the hybrid powertrain and all the required components, including the motor, battery, and chassis.
$24.95

Do you know how many watts (YOUR MONEY) are going down the drain from "THE PHANTOM DRAW?"
If you are interested in your own power usage we at Nuts & Volts Magazine believe that this is the best way to help you determine your electrical energy use in ON and OFF home appliances. To order call 1 800 783-4624 or online www.nutsvolts.com $29.95 plus S&H

Renewable Energies for Your Home by Russel Gehrke
Simple and Inexpensive Renewable Energy Solutions for Your Home.
It’s not always easy being green, and sometimes it costs more than you’d expect to get an eco-friendly home improvement project up and running. Renewable Energies for Your Home gives you sustainable home energy solutions that won’t drain your wallet or the power grid. Filled with step-by-step instructions and helpful photos and illustrations. $24.95

Making PIC Microcontroller Instruments and Controllers by Harprit Sandhu
Harness the power of the PIC microcontroller unit with practical, common-sense instruction from an engineering expert. Through eight real-world projects, clear illustrations, and detailed schematics, Making PIC Microcontroller Instruments and Controllers shows you step-by-step how to design and build versatile PIC-based devices. Reg $49.95 Sale Price $42.95

SPECIAL OFFER

Enter into the world of PICs & Programming with this great combo!
Combo Price $155.00
For complete details visit our webstore @ www.nutsvolts.com
New for 2010 Video AGC/Sync Processing Kit
All Board Mounted Parts
With Instruction Manual CD
Choice of Non-programmed or
Pre-programmed AVR Microcontroller
www.jklelectronics.com

Electronic Kits
- Fun and Educational
- Discount White and Blue LEDs
- Quantity Discounts
www.bakatronics.com

Cellular Jammers
Cellular Jammers and
other unique plans and
electronic kits
www.kenneke.com/nv

50 MHz auto ranging frequency
Counter, Pic microprocessor.
Viewing from 1Hz-50MHz
Complete kit $49.95 + $5.95 S&H
Order: www.Invent-Electronics.com
Or: 304-203-5957

Oscilloscopes
7 in 1 Scope!
CircuitGear CGR-101™ is a
unique new, low-cost
PC-based instrument which
provides the features of
seven devices in one USB-
powered compact box:
2-ch 10-bit 20MS/sec
2MHz oscilloscope, 2-ch
spectrum-analyzer, 3MHz
8-bit arbitrary-waveform/
standard-function generator with
8 digital I/O lines.
What’s more – it’s open-source
software runs with Windows,
Linux and Mac OS’s!
Only $180
1-888-7SAELIG
info@saelig.com
www.saelig.com

Looking for robots?
www.servomagazine.com

MicroStamp11 World’s Smallest 80C51
Microcontroller Module!
- telemetry
- smart toys
- animatronics
- microrobotics
- model railroading
- home automation
Ideal for college and hobby projects!
www.MicroStamp11.com

PRODUCT SERVICES

Connecting Wires/Cables
www.mcpb.com

GADGETS

Green Laser Pointer
.93 mile range
$22.89 Free Shipping
www.gadgetscentral.ca

DEC EQUIPMENT WANTED!!!
Digital Equipment Corp. and compatibles.
Buy - Sell - Trade
CALL KEYWAYS 937-847-2300
or email buyer@keyways.com

Want to Buy
Electronic distributing or manufacturing company
Anything considered, inventory, equipment, fixtures, entire company.
Call SE at cost or obligation.
Ph: 956-444-0084 (cell) Fax: 888-351-9558
tommy@elequipdistributor.com www.equipdistributor.com

KITS/PLANS

High Quality Electronic Kits & Modules
$29.95
CK1122
Dual Bidirectional H-Bridge Motor Controller
- FM Transmitters
- Timers
- Audio Amplifiers
- Motor Controllers
- PIC Programmers
- Custom Designs
www.canakit.com

HARDWARE WANTED

Professional Services

MICROCONTROLLERS

The incredible expandIO-USB... controls circuits totally over USB!
- No drivers needed
- Windows/Mac/Linux
- No MCU needed!
- USB Status
- A/D-I/O-SP1-2C
www.hexwax.com

DigitalShortcut.com “Web servers for everybody”
Xilinx Spartan3AN + W5300 or LPC2148 +W5300
- easily add 100 Mbits/Ethernet to almost anything
- solid, easy to comprehend hardwired TCP/IP stack from WiZnet, 128k of network buffers
- free tools, fast demos http server included
Development platforms $87/ea

BOOKS

Books
PIC® Microcontroller
sq-1.com
Stepper Motors
toystuff.com
CNC
cncintro.com

SQUARE 1 ELECTRONICS
(208) 664-4115
Hayden, ID USA

MicroStamp11

$29.95 MaxSonar-EZ4
High Performance Ultrasonic Range Finder
- serial, analog voltage
- pulse width outputs
- lowest price - 2mA
- narrow boom
- very easy to use!
www.maxbotix.com

ROBOTICS

Looking for robots?
www.servomagazine.com
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Fast – Easy to Use
Extensive floating point support, GPS input, FFT, 12-bit A/D, matrix operations, user-defined functions.

www.micromegacorp.com

Nixie Power
2-16V In, 4-8W / 150-200VDC Out
0.95" x 0.95" x 0.35"
$9.95 (Shipping included)

www.tayloredge.com/nixie
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Give a Gift, GET a Gift!

Give a one year (12 issues) subscription to a friend and receive a FREE one year subscription for another friend or yourself!

Go to www.nutsvolts.com to enter your gift order!

Be sure to use promotion code Y9WXMS when ordering.

U.S. Price
1 Yr – $26.95

Subscribe online or call:
877-525-2539 (toll free) / 818-487-4545 (outside US)
Also, I need a part or circuit that can heavily towards a relay for simplicity. I'm leaning on the larger motors? I'm leaning H-bridge or a relay to switch directions these: Should I use a semiconductor for speed control. My questions are the ground side of the motor circuit control, and a PWM-driven bipolar on motors using a relay for directional PICAXE controller circuits on small already designed and tested the basic speed control for each motor. I've PICAXE controllers for direction and lakes. I'll be using two independent speeds on an engine-restricted local achieve brief bursts of relatively high for a small boat. It will run from 24V to pound-thrust trolling motor assembly H-bridge/Relay for T rolling Motor #12092Peter Lowe Arcadia, FL

Computer Standby
I read the Oct 09 article on “The Green Standby” and was wondering if there is a circuit that would turn on or off all the cube powered equipment attached to my computer when it first gets turned on. Could this be accomplished by sensing a power level change when the start button is pressed or is there a better way?
#12092 Peter Lowe via email

H-bridge/Relay for Trolling Motor
I'm designing a dual 12V, 50-pound-thrust trolling motor assembly for a small boat. It will run from 24V to achieve brief bursts of relatively high speeds on an engine-restricted local lake. I'll be using two independent PICAXE controllers for direction and speed control for each motor. I've already designed and tested the basic PICAXE controller circuits on small motors using a relay for directional control, and a PWM-driven bipolar on the ground side of the motor circuit for speed control. My questions are these: Should I use a semiconductor H-bridge or a relay to switch directions on the larger motors? I'm leaning heavily towards a relay for simplicity. Also, I need a part or circuit that can be driven with the PICAXE-level PWM signal and control the 12V motor (running from 24V) with an unknown surge current level (possibly over 100 amps per motor).
#12093 David T. Bupp Carlisle, PA

Voice Phrase Toy
I want to embed four different short voice phrases that I'll record beforehand and load on to a device that plays them from pushing one of four buttons out of an eight ohm speaker. Can't seem to find a simple way to do that. Doesn't have to be as crazy as an mp3 player with LCD screens and LEDs, but it has to sound better than just generated tone on a piezo. Wondering if anyone has a schematic or something on the code to point me in the right direction.
#12094 Greg Swizz San Diego, CA

Phone to PC
I would like to connect the line-out signal from my PC sound card to the handset jack of my office phone in order to record voice mail greetings that I have composed on a PC. Can a direct connection be made to the microphone terminals of the jack, or is an interface circuit required to match the signals?
#12095 John Reynolds Rochester, NY

Transconductance Amp
Recently, the OP-27 op-amp has come up in some suggested preamps for VLF reception. I can find no cross-reference to this particular device, but it seems to have the same footprint as the old 741 and the newer CA3140. I would like to use this as a preamplifier for a low impedance untuned loop antenna for VLF. Since it will operate at low impedance in and out, does this come into the category of a "transconductance" amp as opposed to a voltage amplifier?
#12096 John Seeley Palm Bay, FL

Lithium Polymer Batteries
It seems that the LiPo battery is all the rage these days but — outside of voltage and maybe current hour ratings — there are a number of other trailing numbers and letters in the specs that are unknown to the average person. I've even heard of some exploding. Can someone enlighten us a bit?
#12097 Charlie Moher London, Canada

Fuses
I have a machine that calls for a 3.15A 125V slow blow fuse. Will a 3.15A 250V slow blow fuse be wrong? I can't find a 125V SB fuse. Do they still make them?
#12098 Deb Orlando, FL

>>> ANSWERS

Audio Mixer/Summer
I'd like to build a circuit for the purpose of summing four separate audio signals into one line level output. In no particular order, the inputs would need to accept: a stereo line level auto, and a stereo auto from the head phone jack of my mp3 player. Preferably the gain would be set so the volume wouldn't have to be turned up to be heard. Lastly, I would like two mics (optional use), each needing their own adjustment for gain and level control.
#12091 RCD Arcadia, FL

Computer Standby
I read the Oct 09 article on “The Green Standby” and was wondering if there is a circuit that would turn on or off all the cube powered equipment attached to my computer when it first gets turned on. Could this be accomplished by sensing a power level change when the start button is pressed or is there a better way?
#12092 Peter Lowe via email

H-bridge/Relay for Trolling Motor
I'm designing a dual 12V, 50-pound-thrust trolling motor assembly for a small boat. It will run from 24V to achieve brief bursts of relatively high speeds on an engine-restricted local lake. I'll be using two independent PICAXE controllers for direction and speed control for each motor. I've already designed and tested the basic PICAXE controller circuits on small motors using a relay for directional control, and a PWM-driven bipolar on the ground side of the motor circuit for speed control. My questions are these: Should I use a semiconductor H-bridge or a relay to switch directions on the larger motors? I'm leaning heavily towards a relay for simplicity. Also, I need a part or circuit that can be driven with the PICAXE-level PWM signal and control the 12V motor (running from 24V) with an unknown surge current level (possibly over 100 amps per motor).
#12093 David T. Bupp Carlisle, PA

Voice Phrase Toy
I want to embed four different short voice phrases that I'll record beforehand and load on to a device that plays them from pushing one of four buttons out of an eight ohm speaker. Can’t seem to find a simple way to do that. Doesn’t have to be as crazy as an mp3 player with LCD screens and LEDs, but it has to sound better than just generated tone on a piezo. Wondering if anyone has a schematic or something on the code to point me in the right direction.
#12094 Greg Swizz San Diego, CA

Phone to PC
I would like to connect the line-out signal from my PC sound card to the handset jack of my office phone in order to record voice mail greetings that I have composed on a PC. Can a direct connection be made to the microphone terminals of the jack, or is an interface circuit required to match the signals?
#12095 John Reynolds Rochester, NY

Transconductance Amp
Recently, the OP-27 op-amp has come up in some suggested preamps for VLF reception. I can find no cross-reference to this particular device, but it seems to have the same footprint as the old 741 and the newer CA3140. I would like to use this as a preamplifier for a low impedance untuned loop antenna for VLF. Since it will operate at low impedance in and out, does this come into the category of a "transconductance" amp as opposed to a voltage amplifier?
#12096 John Seeley Palm Bay, FL

Lithium Polymer Batteries
It seems that the LiPo battery is all the rage these days but — outside of voltage and maybe current hour ratings — there are a number of other trailing numbers and letters in the specs that are unknown to the average person. I've even heard of some exploding. Can someone enlighten us a bit?
#12097 Charlie Moher London, Canada

Fuses
I have a machine that calls for a 3.15A 125V slow blow fuse. Will a 3.15A 250V slow blow fuse be wrong? I can't find a 125V SB fuse. Do they still make them?
#12098 Deb Orlando, FL
Connecting in parallel with the reset switch, I was thinking about using something like an opto-isolator but I want to be able to reset multiple lanes at the same time and am concerned because the Stamp can only sink 60 mA/eight pins, and from what I have seen in opto-isolators, they take 10 mA on the input. This would mean if I reset all lanes at the same time, I would need to sink 80 mA/eight pins. Am I going about this the wrong way?

#1 To interface your Stamp to your pin setter, you can use Avago ASSR-1411-001E solid-state relays connected to the Stamp pins through 820 ohm resistors. Current draw will be less than 5 mA per relay. The output side of these relays will handle up to 600 mA AC, and most pin setters use a relay switch that will draw less than one tenth that. Verify that yours draws less than 60 mA. If space is a premium, you can use the ASSR-1420-002E which is a dual SSR — two complete relays in an eight-pin DIP package. The parts are available from Mouser.

Ed Schick
Harrison, NY

#2 You can save both money and I/O pin current by using 2N2222 transistors. Use a small five volt relay such as RadioShack p/n 275-240. Connect the relay between the transistor's collector and +5V. Be sure to use a 1N4001 diode across the relay coil (anode to positive) to prevent spiking your transistor. Connect the emitter to ground. You will use a resistor between the BS2p40 output pin and the transistor's base. If you use the 2N222 transistor and the relay specified, you will find perfect results with a 2.2K resistor, which will limit your I/O pin current to approximately 2.3 mA. If you reset 30 lanes simultaneously, that's only 69 mA total for all the used I/O pins, or 18.4 mA per every eight I/O. If you need to use another relay or transistor, you will need to calculate the base resistor value to be sure you are driving the transistor to saturation. Contact me through www.Xanatos.com and I will provide you with the calculations to do so.

David Xanatos
Wilbraham, MA

#8092 - August 2009
SMPS Ripple Scrubber
What remedies might there be to further scrub the ripple from an otherwise very competent SMPS? As I am learning, simply throwing a farad or two worth of mondo blue caps between it and my headphone amplifier is not a remedy. I would like to stay outside of the unit itself. Any suggestions would be appreciated.

There are several ways to get rid of noise from an SMPS:
1. Filtering: LC and RC filters can be very effective. A good starting point is The ARRL Handbook. Although written primarily for harmonic filtering, filter tables can be easily scaled. Another good resource is the Active-Filter Cookbook by Don Lancaster, which explains normalizing and scaling fairly well. Almost all major semiconductor suppliers have filter design software (Filtercad, etc.) or some other design support. For example, Linear Technology has LT Spice IV which lets you read in a .wav file (your noise digitized with the sound card) and evaluate a filter design in SPICE.
2. Use of a linear regulator after the SMPS. Most three-pin linear regulators have suppression capabilities in the 80 to 100 dB range or more. This is a very effective broadband filter (10,000-100,000 to one attenuation). Allow for about a three volt drop for most standard regulators.
3. SMPS design can vary widely and therefore the noise can be either easy to remove or quite difficult. A fixed frequency SMPS should be the least troublesome. There are also fairly quiet, well designed ones available.

Walter Heissenberger
Hancock, NH

#8093 - August 2009
Battery Powered Hand/Foot Warmer
I help coach a high school ski racing team. As a consequence, I spend a lot of time standing in the snow and my hands or feet sometimes get cold. I would like to have a circuit to build a battery powered hand/foot warmer. Ideally, the circuit would regulate the power output of the resistor to maintain a preset temperature measured with a thermistor. The preset temperature point should be variable and able to be adjusted at any time. I plan to use four AA NiMh batteries in series.

The circuit shown in Figure 1 will have all the desired functions and does not require any expensive parts. U1 is a Texas Instruments precision shunt regulator for 2.5 volts and provides a well-regulated and temperature stabilized voltage. This voltage drives an adjustable divider to provide the reference voltage for the inverting input of U2. D2, a 1N4148, serves as a low cost temperature sensor with about 500 mV voltage which drops by...
2 mV per degree Celsius. R7 and R8 prevent unwanted switching by adding a small amount of hysteresis. Two 2N7000 serve as the output stage, and turn the heaters R10 and R11 repeatedly on and off. D1 and D3 are high efficiency LEDs and show the various operating states. R3, R5, and R8 may need to be adjusted slightly to get the desired result.

Walter Heissenberger
Hancock, NH

[#8095 - August 2009]
Heart Rate Monitor

I need to build a heart rate monitor to see when my wife's heart rate gets too high. I have the standard finger model, but I would like something that uses chest probes and I could record the actual signal.

What is a circuit that will receive just the pulse data from a sports monitor's chest strap I can use to front-end a PIC to record and save data?

#1 To build a heart rate monitor, you will need an instrumentation amplifier. Dr. Shawn Carlson, founder of the Society for Amateur Scientists, has written two articles on how to construct an EKG circuit based on the AD624 instrumentation amplifier. The first, "Home is Where the ECG Is," can be found in the June 2000 issue of Scientific American. The second, "DIY ECGs," can be found in Make Magazine Vol. 11. Given that the amplitude of a heart signal is about 1 mV and the gain of the AD624 instrumentation amplifier is 1,000, the output voltage will be about 1V. If you want to view this on an oscilloscope, a signal amplitude of 1V is probably insufficient given the resolution of most oscilloscopes. Therefore, you must augment the design with a second stage which will take the form of a non-inverting amplifier (a 741 op-amp works well) with a gain of 4-5. This will make the signal easier to analyze on a screen. Chest electrodes can be bought in bulk from eBay. 3M Red Dot electrodes feature a protruding "nipple" to which alligator clips can be attached. Building a heart rate monitor from scratch may prove more feasible than trying to get a microcontroller to "talk to" a commercial monitor.

Erik Zavrel
Kenmore, NY

#2 Ramseyelectronics.com has a nice electrocardiogram kit, part number ECG1C. It requires three electrodes connected to the skin via stick-on patches. The output has both an analog heart waveform and an LED which blinks with each heartbeat. It should not be too hard to compute the heart rate in beats per minute by interfacing a PIC to the LED, maybe via an opto-isolator wired in series with the LED.

I built one of these kits and found that the patches are something of a nuisance; they lose their "stick" and the kit as supplied has little crocodile clips to connect to them. Professional quality ECG electrodes are available on eBay but I have not tried any.

Roger Hartop
via email

[#8096 - August 2009]
RFID

I have a small project that involves using an RFID transmitter chip and receiver, and I'm having trouble finding a source for small quantities of parts. For testing purposes, I only need one or two transmitters and one receiver. I'd like a reception range of about 2-3 feet. Application notes would also be helpful.

If you keep your Nuts & Volts, then the back issue of the July '07 issue has the Parallax ad with the RFID reader module and an assortment of transponder tags; www.parallax.com will get you current pricing and availability. Also search the site for "RFID" to find information. Don't forget that RadioShack is stocking Parallax products. My local RS has the RFID kit in stock (276-032).

Steve Benson
New Castle, IN
**ESD Safe SMD & Thru-Hole Rework Station**

A GREAT VALUE on an SMD/solder station combo includes three nozzles! An SMT rework station & soldering station in one handy unit! Perfect for shops & labs dealing with todays SMT board designs.O.E.M. manufactured just for Circuit Specialists, inc. So we can offer the best price possible! This multi-purpose station is perfect for all your surface mount and thru-hole requirements. The ESD safe soldering iron uses a ceramic heating element for fast heat up & stable temperature control. The comfort grip handle make it easy to use all day, while the easy-off connector make it convenient to move out of the way when not using, or easy to replace if needed. The temperature is controlled by a centrally located knob. The hot air soldering is controlled by two adjustable knobs which allow you to achieve a temperature range from 100°C to 500°C / 212°F to 932°F. Comes complete with 3 hot air nozzles. This is a fantastic value!

Item # CS1906

$99.00

---

**ESD Safe, CPU Controlled, SMD Hot Air Rework Station**

What every shop or lab needs to deal with todays ESD designed circuit boards. OEM manufactured just for Circuit Specialists, inc. to offer the best price possible! A multi-technology assembly & repair station. A wide selection of nozzles are also available.

- CPU Controlled
- Built-in vacuum parts handling wand
- Air Pump. Diaphragm special purpose lathe pump
- Capability: 23L/min (Max)
- Temperature Range: 100°C–480°C/212°F–860°F
- 15 Minute Stand-by temperature "sleep" mode
- Power: 110/120 VAC, 320 W maximum

Item # CS1825A++

$99.00

---

**Arbitrary Waveform Generators**

These arbitrary waveform signal generators can provide virtually any waveform you will ever need. It is an easy to use PC based instrument that plugs into your desktop or laptop via the USB ports. The easy to use Windows based software is supplied free with the unit. Set up and use are a snap!

- DDS-3005USB
- DDS-3X25

**DDS-3005USB**

$369.00

**DDS-3X25**

$159.00

---

**60MHz Hand Held Scopemeter with Oscilloscope & DMM Functions**

**Who Says you can’t take it with you?**

**With the DSO1060 YOU CAN!**

You get both a 60 MHz Oscilloscope and a multi function digital multimeter, all in one convenient lightweight rechargeable battery powered package. This powerful packed package comes complete with scopemeter, test leads, two scope probes, charger, PC software, USB cable and a convenient nylon carrying case.

- 60MHz Handheld Digital Scopemeter with integrated Digital Multimeter Support
- 60MHz Bandwidth with 2 Channels
- 150MHz/s Real-Time Sampling Rate
- 50GHz Equivalents-Time Sampling Rate
- 6000-Count DMM resolution with AC/DC at 600V/800V, 10A
- Large 5.7 inch TFT Color LCD Display
- USB Host/Device 2.0 full-speed interface connectivity
- Multi Language Support
- Battery Power Operation (Installed)

Item # DSO1060

**NEW ITEM**

$569.00

---

**34 Channel USB Logic Analyzer**

The CS5034 is a sophisticated, portable, and easy-to-use 50MHz, 34 channel logic analyzer equipped with features found only in more expensive bench type instruments. Using advanced large-scale integrated circuits, integrated USB 2.0, CPLD, FPGA, high-frequency digital circuitry, embedded systems, and other advanced technology, make the CS5034 your best choice in pc-based logic analyzers. The CS5034 is suitable for electronic measurement engineers, college students in scientific research and development and teaching assistants.

- 34 input channels capable of simultaneously monitoring data and control information, and is capable of capturing narrow pulses and glitches that may be missed by other test equipment.
- Delay feature provides the ability to capture data around the waveform, both before and after the desired trigger signal. This allows the operator to view the data at multiple points in the data stream.
- Memory feature stores multiple data points for error analysis of the unit under test and to aid in locating defective components.
- Intuitive and flexible viewing screens to facilitate analysis of the system under test. Data can be displayed as binary, decimal, or hexadecimal values.
- Can be triggered in a variety of ways (rising edge, falling, edge, delay). Can be triggered in a variety of ways (rising edge, falling, edge, delay).
- High-speed, 50MHz, 34-channel logic analyzer.

Item # CS15034

**NEW ITEM**

$329.00

---

**Aardvark Wireless Inspection Camera**

With Color 3.5" LCD Recordable Monitor

**Your Extended Eyes & Hands!**

**Records**

- Still Pictures & Video

**See It!**

Clearly in narrow spots, even in total darkness or underwater.

**Find It!**

Fast. No more struggling with a mirror & flash light.

**Solve It!**

Easily, speed up the solution with extended accessories.

**Record It!**

With the 3.5" LCD recordable monitor, you can capture pictures or record video for documentation. Full specifications at www.CircuitSpecialists.com

The Aardvark Wireless Inspection Camera is a video borescope with a 3.5 inch color LCD monitor and a 3ft flexible shaft. The flexible shaft makes the Aardvark great for inspecting hard to reach or confined areas like sink drains, AC Vents, engine compartments or anywhere space is limited. The monitor is wireless and may be separated from the main unit for ease of operation. Still pictures or video can also be recorded and stored on a 2GB MicroSD card (included). The Aardvark comes with attachable mirror, magnet and hook accessories to make seeing or retrieving small items easier. The Aardvark’s monitor also has connections for composite video output for a larger monitor/ recorder and USB interface for computer connection. Also included is an AC adapter/charger, video cable and USB cable. Optional 3 ft flexible extensions are available to extend the Aardvark’s reach (Up to 5 may be added for a total reach of 18 feet!)

Item # AARDVARK

$249.00

**3ft Extension AARDVARK-EXT** $24.95

---

**Wireless Inspection Camera**

With Color 3.5" LCD Recordable Monitor

Your Extended Eyes & Hands!

**Records**

- Still Pictures & Video

**See it!**

Clearly in narrow spots, even in total darkness or underwater.

**Find it!**

Fast. No more struggling with a mirror & flash light.

**Solve it!**

Easily, speed up the solution with extended accessories.

**Record it!**

With the 3.5" LCD recordable monitor, you can capture pictures or record video for documentation. Full specifications at www.CircuitSpecialists.com

The Aardvark Wireless Inspection Camera is a video borescope with a 3.5 inch color LCD monitor and a 3ft flexible shaft. The flexible shaft makes the Aardvark great for inspecting hard to reach or confined areas like sink drains, AC Vents, engine compartments or anywhere space is limited. The monitor is wireless and may be separated from the main unit for ease of operation. Still pictures or video can also be recorded and stored on a 2GB MicroSD card (included). The Aardvark comes with attachable mirror, magnet and hook accessories to make seeing or retrieving small items easier. The Aardvark’s monitor also has connections for composite video output for a larger monitor/ recorder and USB interface for computer connection. Also included is an AC adapter/charger, video cable and USB cable. Optional 3 ft flexible extensions are available to extend the Aardvark’s reach (Up to 5 may be added for a total reach of 18 feet!)
Premium All-In-One Repairing Solder System

The BlackJack SolderWorks BK6000 Repairing System is a digital multipurpose reworking system that incorporates a Hot Air Gun, Soldering Iron, (compatible with selected solder or lead free solder), with integrated smoke absorber and a desoldering Gun.

Item# BK6000 $199.00

Hot Air System w Soldering Iron & Mechanical Arm

The BK6000 from BlackJack SolderWorks provides a very convenient combination of hot air & soldering in one compact package. The hot air gun is equipped with a hot air protection system providing system cool down & overheat protection.

Item# BK5000 $119.00

Hot Air with Vacuum I.C. handler & Mechanical Arm

The BlackJack SolderWorks BK4050 is designed to easily repair surface mount devices. Its digital display & tactile buttons allow easy operation & adjustments. The BK4050 includes a hot air gun and a vacuum style I.C. handler.

Item# BK4050 $119.00

Thermostatically controlled desoldering station

The BlackJack SolderWorks BK4000 is a thermostatically controlled desoldering station that provides low cost and solid performance to fit the needs of the hobbyist and light duty user. Comes with a light-weight desoldering gun.

Item# BK4000 $119.00

Digital Display Solder Station for Lead Free Solder

The BK3000LF is a compact unit designed to be used with lead free solder that provides reliable soldering performance features microprocessor control and digital LED temperature display. A wide range of replacement tips are available.

Item# BK3000LF $74.95

Compact Digital Display Solder Station

The BK2000+ is a compact unit that provides reliable soldering performance featuring microprocessor control and digital LED temperature display. A wide range of replacement tips are available.

Item# BK2000+ $56.95

Compact Soldering Station

The BlackJack SolderWorks BK2000 is a compact unit that provides reliable soldering performance with a very low price. Similar units from other manufacturers can cost twice as much. A wide range of replacement tips are available.

Item# BK2000 $36.95

---

**Circuit Specialists, Inc.**

220 S. Country Club Dr., Mesa, AZ 85210

Phone: 800-528-1417 / 480-464-2485 / Fax 480-464-5824

Since 1971

---

**Temperate Controlled Reflow System**

The HHL3000 Reflow Oven is a highly versatile tool used for reflowing and preheating different surface Mount technology (SMT) components and printed circuit boards (PCBs). The system utilizes a microcontroller to effectively and efficiently manage the working temperature while facilitating the duration of the heating process. A bright LED display clearly displays the time and temperature along with a fully digital control panel for ease of use and monitoring.

The HHL3000 makes use of infrared (IR) heat wave technology to distribute heat evenly on the component and PCB. Included is an integrated temperature sensor that allows positioning in such a way that the measurement of the actual temperature of PCB and components can be obtained. This minimizes damage to the PCB and its components due to thermal shock or low level temperature conditions.

**FUNCTIONS and FEATURES**

- Microprocessor-controlled equipment.
- Dead PCB temperature measurement, improves accuracy and lessens damage or distruption.
- Flexibility of preheat and time control and allows automatic slope adjustment. Configurable to suit different solder paste and circuit boards.
- Two (2) default profiles suitable with most common solder paste specifications.
- Quick and easy resetting of control points for precise tuning of infrared profiles.
- Built-in safety feature of industry standard G1/2 threaded heating pipe.
- Fully digital temperature control and readouts of time and temperature for monitoring and wave of use.
- Highly compatible with wave/suction applications.

Item# HHL3000 $949.00

---

**3 in 1 FOCUSED Infrared Soldering/Repair System**

The CS1720 Three in One Focused Infrared Welding System generates heat through a concentrated infrared heat wave, providing precise soldering without movement of surrounding components.

ESD Safe, Focused Infrared Welding Station For reworking BGAs, micro BGAs, QFPs, PLOPC, SMTs, small circuit board components. Unit produces a concentrated infrared heat wave, for precision soldering. Infrared soldering eliminates movement of surrounding components, and marks on reworked PCBs, both associated with standard hot air gun reworking.

3 in 1 Repairing System Combines the function of an Infrared Welding Tool, Soldering Iron and Pre-heater.

Full Digital Control with LED Displays Allows precision setting of welding temperature & time, soldering iron and pre-heating temperatures. Closed loop temperature control for precise control of soldering and pre-heating process adjustments.

Adjustable Infrared Tool Post Stable and adjustable Infrared welding tool holder for increased precision soldering and hand-free operation. Adjustable Eye shield & Welding Goggles To protect users from harmful light rays.

Uses infrared heat wave technology instead of the conventional hot air, effectively solves the major problem being encountered when using the hot air gun, which is the movement of surrounding components while reworking.

Item# CS1720 $1,399.99

---

**Triple Output DC Bench Power Supplies**

- Output: 0-30VDC x 2 @ 3 or 5 Amps & 1fixed output @ 5VDC@3A
- Step Current: 30mA +/- 1mA

Item# Price 1-4 Price 5+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>0-30V/0-3A</th>
<th>$198.00</th>
<th>$193.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS1000X3</td>
<td>0-30V/2@3A</td>
<td>$259.00</td>
<td>$244.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CircuitSpecialists.com**

1000's of Items Online! 1-800-528-1417 Fax: 480-464-5824 Since 1971

---
$299.99

Stingray™
robot kit

This versatile mobile robot platform sports a stealthy low-profile design packed with sleek curves and a convenient form factor perfect for a variety of mid-sized robotic projects. The Stingray features an aluminum chassis with black anodized finish, robust 7.2 VDC motors, solid high-traction rubber wheels, and an innovative multi-directional tail wheel.

The Stingray robot’s control electronics are integrated onto the Propeller Robot Control board, which features a built-in motor driver, 64 KB EEPROM, 3.3 and 5 VDC power taps, and Propeller P8X32A with 24 free I/O pins. The Propeller chip contains eight 32-bit processors each with two counters, its own 2 KB of local memory and 32 KB shared memory. The Propeller chip’s multiprocessing capability combined with the Stingray’s breadboard and chassis mounting slots make this powerful platform ready for your customization!

Dimensions: 13 x 10.9 x 5.5 in (33 x 27.7 x 14 cm)

To order the Stingray Robot Kit (#28980; $299.99) visit www.parallax.com. Or call our Sales Department toll-free: 888-512-1024 (Monday - Friday, 7 a.m. - 5 p.m., PT).

Prices subject to change without notice. Stingray, Propeller, Parallax and the Parallax logo are trademarks of Parallax Inc.

www.parallax.com
Friendly microcontrollers, legendary resources.